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a

VOL. XII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

48.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

will

Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medietnas, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van DBNBiaa'sFamilyMedicines;River St.

v

with Dyspepsiaand Liver

YX7ALMH HKBEK, Druggist A

TV

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: No.

68

iness.

8LEBLPBB9 NIGHTS, msde miserable by that
Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus- terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

EIGHTH STREET.
—

H.

CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, 60
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

faraltar*.

I

EYEtt, BROUWER

A

CO., Dealers in all
kinds of Furnttnre. Curtains,Wall Faper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc. : River st.
Lf

WILLIAM

fall

ROGERS.

VI

FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh's
Porons Plaster. Price 86 cents. Sold by D. K.
Meengs.

Editor and PuUUhtr.
OiBiral Sealsra.

AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS

, General Dealer*
SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Core is
In Dry Good*, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
sold by ns on a guarantee. It cores consumption.
and Caps, Flour. Provi*lona,etc, ; River street.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
$1.66 per year jf paid in advance; $1,76 \f

XT'

V

Terms of Subecriptioni

lottls.

paid at three month*, and $S.OO if

BTILOH’H VITALIZER Is whatyon need for
Proprietors. Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dixslness and
the city. Is all symptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 76 cents
located in the business center of the town, and hns per bottle.Sold by D. R. Meengs.
one of the largestand best simple rooms in tbe
rilTV HOTEL. Williams Bros.,
Tbe only first-classHotel in

paid atiti months.

Mich.

OF ADVERTISING:

OM oqoAre of ten line*, (nonpareil,)76 cent* for
Ant laaertloo,and 86 cents for each subsequent
nsertkro for any period nnder three mouths.
• M. 1 1 T.

8 M.

850 500
500 800
800 10 00

1 Square

8
8

“
••

H Column

1 "
Yearly
have
abaafos. _

8 U0
00
17 60
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 65 00

10 00
17 00
25 00

to

WHOLE

1884.

NO.

617.

Tbe alreet commissionerreported for
She month ot December.— Filed.
Justice Isaac Fairbanks reportedfor tbe
month of December.— Filed.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1864.
Tbe Chief Engineer of the Fire DepartAt a regular meeting of the Common
Council the following members were pres- ment reported that there was an alarm of
ent, viz: Aldermen Williams. Beukema, fire at 9.80 p. m. Dec. 24, 1888, caused by
a small fire at Cappon & Bertsch’a Engine
Werkman and the Clerk.
There not being a quorum present ad- house. Tbe fire was extinguished by the
ourned to Wednesday, 1:80, p. m., Janu- apparatusat the tannery.—Filed.
MOTIONS AND BBSOLUTIOB*.
ary 2nd, 1884.
GEO. H. 8IPP. CWV CJfT*.
By Aid. Boyd.
Holland, Mien., Jacuary 2nd, 1884.
Resotted,That tbe specification! for a
The Common Council met pursuant to system of water works as drawn up by
adjournment and was called to order by Mr. M. Walker, of Port Horen, Mich., he
the Mayor.
and the same are hereby adopted,and the
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aider- Clerk la hereby Intlructed to have a sufmen Ter Vree, Beukema, Kramer, Werk- ficient number of copies printed lo supply
man, Boyd and ihu Clerk.
all parties that propose (o bid on tbe
Minutes of the last two meetings were work, which said resolution was adopted
read and approved.
two thirdr of all the aldermen elect voting
Aid. Williams here appeared and took theretor hy yeas and nay a as follows:

Yeas: Ter Vree, Williams, Beukema,
Kramer, Werkman and Boyd. Nays:
Holland,
10-ly
Immediatelyrelievedby Shiloh’sCure. Sold by
The following petitionwas presented, to None. Yeas 6. NaysO.
D. R.
• wit:
By Aid, Werkman.
r>H<ENIX HOTEL. Ja*. Ryder, proprietor.
1 Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot, A new lot of fresh cridkers just re- Gentlemen:— In behalf of Mrs. M. Resolved,That Bonds to the amount of
has good facllltie* for the traveling public,and its
ToogestegerI would petition ynur Hon. T wentv-two Thousand Dollars,the amount
tablo is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- ceived. Try Iheni. Also crackers in 8
lody to remit the tax on lots 5 and 10, authorizedlo be raised for the Water
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
pound boxes we are making a specialty Block C, West Addition.
Fund, of the City of Holland, by the orOOOTT’ HOTEL. W. J. Scott, proprietor. of. Don't fail to call at
Respectfully yours.
dinance making the appropriation hill for
O This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
CITY BAKERY.
1888, of the city, which Includes Fifteen
I.
Cappon.
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accom—Referred (• the Bupervlsor.
Thousand, Seven Hundred Dollars,
modations can alwaya be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
Star Hook & Ladder Co. petitioned that authorized to be 1 abed for a system of
the members of iho Company be paid their water works, hy a majorityvole’ of the
A
eteadv
young
man
about
14
or
15
Llvirr lift 9alt suUh.

tin FSllims Proiptli ail Hsatly EiecM State. Free bna in connection with the Hotel.

. TERMS

5,

(omouL.i
Common Connell.

eougb when Shiloh’s Cure
give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 60 cts.
$1. Sold by D. R. Mcengs.

WILL YOU BUFFER

\7AN PUTTBN,

P0BL18HBD EVERY SATURDAY AT

SATURDAY, JANUARY.

WHY WILL YOU

If BBttGf.D.R^ Dniff Store. Fine Drop.. Bed*
Iclnee, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles abd
Porfamerios. River street.

8b ptomnSitH $iw.
A

MICH.,

s seat.

MTITIONfl AND ACCOUNT*.

CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis

Meengs.

Micp.

WANTED.

yean of age with some knowledge of latin salaries for the year 1883, amount $56.00.—
to learn the Drug business. A splendid Granted and warrants ordered issued on
opportunityfor one who want* to learn the City Treasurerfor the amount.
class.
The following bills were presentedfor
Baeiness Cards In City Directory, not over three
Address, HENRY VENNEMA,
flMI,$100 per annum,
payment:
TJAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding
Marinkttk, Wib.
lX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can alNotices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
Van Dyx A Bird, lumber for city purpose*. $859 79
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
ttehed wbitout charge for subscribers.
M. Tubergen,8 weeks rent for Mr*. Jnffur. 4 00
advertisers

Of

the privilege of three

All advertising bills collecublequarterly.

An X before (he Subscriber’s name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX slgnitlcs that no paper will be continuedafter date.

DI?D may be found on file at Geo.
rAciatlp/Rowoll A Co’s News-

noONB

O

Hotel.

45-tf

88-tf

§cu; jprectisemfnts.

VT1BBELINK,J.

Iv

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

Mitt K&rksti.

fPtITC! D A

Imo

H„ Liverv and Sale Stable. Office
andbarnonMarket street. Everythingfirst-

I

TAN DER HAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

V

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW and twine; 8th

YORK.

street.

WM. BAUMGARTEL,
!

Freight and Ticket

Agent

,

Xunflotorisi, Kill*, Shop*,Ite.

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors

1

pit goiul!

of Ptugger UiUt: Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

V

From Holland
Chicago.

S'*

Exp. kxp.

Mail.

TOWN*.

30

10 A)

428

••• • 11

20 .New Richmond. 235 9 42 4 18

230

10 ..Gd. Junction..

1

55

905 830

1

87

850

3 10

200 .BentonHarbor. 12

40

750

1 55

11

aj

tl

66 2 45 12 30

1

25 8 27

1

60

19

8 37 2 10 ...St. Joseph... 12 9) 7 45 1 50

480

3 15

855 480

....Chicago .....

a.m. p.m.

«.n». p. m. p. m.

GRAND

' '

708

3 20 ..New Buffalo.. 11 80

780 740 650

46

12

9 55
p.

m.

RAPIDS BRANCH.

From Holland to
Prom Grd. Rapid*
Grand Rapid*.
to Holland.
p m. p.m a.m.
a.m. p. m. ip.m.
10 05 800 t5UJ ....Holland ..... 10 30 1 80 950
3 13 5 13 ...Zeeland ..... 10 20

10

3 32

535

..

3 43

550

400

45

p.m.

p.

m.

Hudson ville...

9 40

02

9 15

.... (fraudville...

9 50

8 55

6 10 ..Grand Rapid?..

985

a.

10

12

50 +8 35

a.m. p.m. p.m.

m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Muskegon

From Holland to
Muskegon.
p.m. a. m a. m.

to

1

300

25

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

nEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be Agent Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
found in bis office,cor. River am. Eighth
streets lu Vanderveeu’sBlock.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28, 1888. 42tf

D

17 RBMEHS, )!., Physician and Surgeon. Kesidence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at tbe drag store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m , and
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly

m.

tV

OOUIPHORST,L.

O

and

Surgeon;

ATTENTION
Farmers and

00 6 10

400 11

20 6 85 ..Grand Haven.. 12

Ledeboer.
'

m.

For making contracts or farther in

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market formationapply
and Eighth Street.
EP.
1)

O

X17YKDUYSBN,

H., dealer In Watches,Olocka,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets.Holland
24-ly.

or to 0.

Van

ffl

445

05 7 15 ...Muskegon... 12

6 40 ...Ferrysburg..-.12

Pullen

PA
800

a.

•3 30 ........ Holland

«te Sons'

RE,

Svpt.

store.

H. WYKHUYSEN

L

of each

or.

1 25 +8 00
p.

m.

p.

m.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m.

m.

8Cll U

Mich.

jtotws.

ALLKGAN BRANCH.
Allegan.

VER

0. cf 0. F.
HollandCityLodge, No. 192, [ndapondentwntcr
35 205 850
of Odd Fellows, holds Ita regular nffeeting*at Ode
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
28 2 SO 8 40

p.m.

From Holland to

Factory

lo Fixler’a Slave

9 40

2 2T

405 11

.

10 30

1

33

llfl

•

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

F. & A. X.
ARiouLABCommunicatlon of Unity Lodok,
No. 191.F. A A.M..willheheldatMasjnicHal]
Holland, Mich., at? o’clock sharp, on Wednesda

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets
Silverware, Platedware

evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, April 9. May
9. Aug. 6, Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
Nov. 96, Doc. 81. St. John’s days Jane 94, and
Dec. 27.
R. B. Best,
D. L. Hoyd, S'ce’v
1

855

10 10

8*85

9 15

10 02

1 05
12

50

D.

950

950

Your

committee to

wa* referred the petitionsot C. Van
Herwijneu and Mrs. Ailing would respectfully recommend that the petition of C
Van Herwijnen he granted; in the case of
•Mrs. Ailing your committee flods that if
the Council grants the petition it would
benefita non-nkide|Mholderof a mortgage
on the property, we therefore recommend
that tbc petition be not granted.
Kespectlnlly submitted,
J. A. Ter Vree,

Jewelry and Clocks.

W.M.

1 also keep

4 15 10 30

925 11

m. a.m.

a.m. p.m.

85

Parketjs.

Spectacles!

Produce, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)

| 75
avo Holland, going north, at Apples,<B bushel .................
Beans, V bushel ................ 1 60
t Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m.
Butter, f) lb.' ....................
18
.rrivlng at Muskegonat 18:10 a
m: also mixed trains leave Holland, going south, Bgg*' w doxen .....................
Honey, 9 * ......................
at 6,60 a m and 8:65 a m.
Onions, 9 bushels ...............
Munvo Tral

Potatoes,

Attomyt.

9

Notary Public; River street.
CoanlnloxVenhait.

®
3

1

9

stock of)

,1 76

bushel ................ 85

Corn Meal 9 100

My

00

itaria, Pood, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, ^bushel..,
Bran, A 100
Barley, 9 100 t>.
Clover seed,

JJOWARD.M. D., JHalm Agent, Attorneyand

fall line of

-E

SILVERWARE Eunsurpassedin

ia

and

tee

bj Stock. YFatokes

I

fW

W

I

retirementfrom

the army lends timely Interest to tho frontispiece of the January Century. His life,

President Garfield's experiences and impressions while in the British capital,being extracts from his journal of his trip to

Europe, in 1867, in company with his
wife. “In Wordsworth’s Country” Is an
English prose pastoral by John Burroughs,

who

says that “Shakspere is the universal(

more

message special and personal to a few
readers.” uHus.bandryin Colony Times,”

The Committee on Fire Department re-

is perhaps tbe

moat popular of Dr. Eggles-

ton’s studies of colonial life. Nearly every

Gentlemen*.— Your com mit tee to whom
was referred the purchasingof a stove lor
Columbia Fire Co. would respectfullyreport that we have purchased stove and
pipe from E. V«n der Veen for $16.55 and
would recommend that a warrant be
ordered issued on the city treasurer for the
amount.— Adopted.

Respectfully submitted
J. Beukema,
R. E. Werkman,

David

L .

one of the chief staples of the country has
a romantic hiitory.

Many carious illus-

trations add to the interestof tbe 9aper.
In Action, the January

Dumber

la notable

“Tbe

Bread-win-

for tbe conclusion of

nera”; tbe third part of Mr. Cable’s ro-

OONMO N ICATION
•

OPPOMT* FIRST

CAUBCB.

H. WTKBCTtiBN.

subjects.

Health

Boyd.

Committee.

........
•• ••

General Sherman’s

size $1.00

Geo. N; Williams.

—Accepted and ordered placed on

....

•

Drug Store. Large

John Kramer,

v

Come

•••• ••
pSwiLieS'i’iob*.•••
Kye w on*D ..... • •#•••••••••••••
Tfmothy Meed, 9 bushel.

at H. Walsh’s

this city.

..........
.......

nMIlOC5®

all

mance, “Dr’ Sevier”;tbe second part of
Also reported that they had seen Mr. Robert Grant’s New York story, “An
Kanters, in referenceto the bill of E. J.
Average Man”; and a humorous story by
Harrington. He Hates that be will settle
Particular attention is called to the fact the bill of E. J. Harrington for rent of Frank R. Stockton, entitled,“Bis Wife’s
that allmy f ooda u e finl-cluaand are the Fire Go’s rooms, the same as be agreed Deceased Sister .” “Topics of theTlme”
sold at low prices.
to.
contains editorials on many interesting
is

fts

Corn, shelled 9 bushel ..
Flour, 9 br! ..............
Flue Corn Meal V 100 *>s
ton .............
100 8)
........

Trial Bottles of this anro cure for

Throat and Lung diseases may be had Free

the character of a special message, and a

ported the following:

®ur

• Mixed trains.
•t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Detroit time.

on band a

riably relievestbe pain in the chest.”

genius, but Wordsworth’s poetry has

Committee.

19 15

Discovery for Consumption, as the

remedy in the world for Congh and
Colds. It has never failed to cure the
most severe colds I have bad, and Invabest

aid to the amount ol $300.— Approved
and warrants ordered issued on Iho City exapt and valuable with referenceto war
Treasurerfor the amounts.
history by giving important information
The committee on Poor reported the fol- and by reading the proofs. “Garfield in
lowing:
London” is an account, in the main, ol

.

360

New

his character, and his services to tho
senting the semi monthly report ol the Di
rector of the Poor and said committee, re- country are discussed by E. V. Smalley in
commending $23 00 for the support of the a fresh and suthorative paper, which conpoor for the two weeks ending January tains several good annecdotes. General
10, 1884, and having rendered temporary
Grant has assisted in making the paper

GkntlkmkJ:—

Week

Vlsitingbrothers
arecordiaUylnvlled.
Thos. McMabtnr, N.G.
William Baumoaktil. R. 8.

The Committee on Poor reported pre-

whom

Jnne4, July

891

Council adjourned.
was referred the petitionof M. Clark and
. Geo. H. Sii’P, City Clerk.
others praying for two lamps on the corner of River
at ‘ 6th
"
liver and
street and on River
and 2nd street, recommend (hat the same A Lawyer's Opinion of Intarut to All.
J. A. Tawney, Esq., a leading attorney
be granted, also report that we have seen
Rev. T. W. Jones, and Hope Church will of Winona, Minn, writes. : “After using it
donate a lamp providing the city will take
for more than throe years, I take great
care of it, we would therefore recommend
that the petition of the Official Board of pleasure in slating that 1 regard Dr. King’s

Woodsmen.

-dealer in-

335 11

pm. p.m. a. m.

January 8l«t, 1012 and $1,000 each year
until 1017, when tho $1,800 yet due, be
paid, and that all ot said Bonds be made
payable at tbe office of the Treasurer of
the City of Holland, Michigan, and all
bear interest at tho rate of 5 per cent per
annum, payable annually, nt Iho office of
Hie Treasurerof the City of Holland until
paid. Which said resolution was adopted,
two-thirds of all the aldermen elect voting
therefor by yeas and nays us follows:

Kramer, Werkman and Boyd. Nays;
Gentlemen :- Your committee to whom None. Yeas 6. Nuys none.

Hope Reiorraed Church ho granted, and

....Bashkill....

!2

ho numbered consecutivelyfrom lloG.
Dollars to he payable

One Thousand

reporled (he following:

that the lamp be placed under the superXfATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
vision of your committee.On the petition
X at residence on tho corner or River and
of E J. Harrington praying for a lamp, in
Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the late
We will buy all the Stave and Heading the middle of block 35, on Ninth street,
Dr. B.
48-ly.
Bolls you can make and deliver the year between Cedar and Fish street s, yon r comWANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; round, vix:
mittee would respect ully report that they
.VI office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
are ot the opinion that it is not really neMich. Officehonre from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
cessary and therefore recommend that the
Elm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Fbtopapbsr.
petitionbe not granted.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches long.
Respectfully submitted.
IT IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.
Gal- Black Ash Heading Holts 38 inches long.
.)oiin Kramer,
XX lery opposite thieoffice.
Basswood Heading Holts, 38 inches long.
John Beukema,
Watokei and Jsvslry.
Pine Heading Bolls, 20 inches long.
Committee.

235

50 5 55

Physician

at the drug store of Uchepera A *chlpborst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to “calla.”
office

VV

Hollsnd-

p.m. p.m. p.m.

8 0J 10 30 +5 2J ....Holland.
...

325 10

-^RAILWAYE

1C, 1883.

245

11 05 Bait Saugatuck
•

B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River md Ninth street.

Geo. H. Sipp, sal. ns directorof the poor 4
months .................................. 18 88
E. Vaupell. salary a* marshal 1 month.... ?500
C. Lamlnal, salary as treasurer 1 month.... 22 92
E. Van dor Veen, nails, etc. .............
18 95
K. Van der Veen, glass and repairing sir.
lanterns ................................
10 18

O

p.ra. P.m. a. m.
wtoo 1 85 10 45 ....Holland .....
10

.

Sells tickets to all principalpoints in — Allowed anti warrants ordered Issued
XX7ILM8, P.D. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
the United Stales and Canadas. Money on the city treasurer for the amounts, exVV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.
can be saved hy purchasingticketsof me. cepting bill of E Van der Veen, for glass
From Chicago
and repairing street lanterns, which was
to Holland.
HoUrv Patlici.
Through Hills ol Lading issued and rales rcterredto ihu committee on claims and
Day N t
Mail. Exp. Exp. OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and given for freights to all points, Call and accounts.
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort see me before making your {ourney or
naroRTa or standinu committee*
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
p.m. p.m. a.m.
The Committee on Streets and Bridges Yeas; Ter Vree, Williams,Beukema,
shipmenl?.
255 10 05 4 50
ffcviielu*.

Taking Effect, Sunday, Dec.

to

Hicli

Saw and Flour

\7AN RAALTE,

Chicago & West Michigan Bailway.

Nl’t

(

Chicago and West

electors of the city at the election of tho
city held on (he First Monday of April
last, and that said Bonds be lisned in two
Series, A and B. Series A to inulude the
Fifteen Thousand Seven Hundied Dollars, suihorizedto be raised, by tbe electors of the city at the said last election of
D. R'uytcr,for rlmrlng the bell .............18 50
(lie City of Holland, for a system of water
R. Van den Berg, hauling engine from Ore. 1 00
works, and he numbered consecutively
P. Nagelkerk. eervlce la.vlpg out 8 children
whose death were cansed by contagious
from 1 to 16. One Thousand Dollars
diseases .................................
400
payable January 31st, 1800, and $1,000
E Vatipell.1 X cds wood tor council rooma. 2 62
J. Plulm, labor on streets .................100 each year until 1011, when the $700 yet
M. Du Feyter. flllrg saws ..................1 00 due, be paid; and that scries B include tho
J. De Feyter. teaming .....................
2 90
balance of the aaid sum ot $22,000, namely
W. Roseboom, digging (alvei ton Land st. 487
Nix
Thousand Three Hundred Dollars and
Geo. H. Sipp. salary ns clerk 1 month ...... 89 16

Is

is impossible when tbe blood

impure thick and atoggieb, or when

thin and impoverished.

file.

Under

It is

such con-

ditions, boils, pimplesjiosdacbe,
neuralgia,

VNOM CITT OVflOBBfl.

The city marshal reported the number rheumatism, and one disease after another
of sidewalks repaired in the month of U developed. Take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
December and receiptof tbe city treasurer
and it will make the blood pure, rich,
for $91.70, sidewalk moneys collected
warm and Yltalizlng.
Filed.

—

lollaitd fits

$

tutu.

TTOTjMND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Pacific road, a structure 1,015 feet In length,
has been completed, and trains are now crossing. The construction of this bridge was
begun in September, 1881, and the cost ap-

A mob Composed of 200 armed men
proximates $500,000 ____ Archbishop Perohe marched threugh the streetsto tho Jail at
died In New Orleans last week.
Yazoo, Miss., demanded and received from

A gambles named

Burns killed the

night watchman at the end of thetraok on

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.

the Mexican Central road, near El Paso,
Tex. Burns was hanged to a box-car by a
mob.... Two negroes,accused of shooting
white men, wore taken from Jail at Brooksville,

Fla., and shot dead.

WASHINGTON.
Mb. Cockrell presented a memorialin the
Senate, Deo. 34, from the merchants,manufacturers, and business men of St Louis opposing
the repeal of the VapoHxing law of 1879, which
permits jrinegarmakersto produce low Mines
xor the purpose of making vinegar without payment Of the Dnited States tax. The Senate confirmed
appointment
Royal

of

the

If. Johnson to be Surveyor General of

Mr. Buckner, Chairman of

the

Com-

mittee on Banking and Currency, is preparing a blit to introduce w$en CongressreconIt provides for the Issuing of Treas-

ury notes without the legal-tenderquality to
take the place of hank notes going out of existence. Tho purport of the measure is the
same with that of tho bill Introduced by Mr.
Buckner during the first session of tho last
Congress.

The

.

.

$20,000.

THE WEST.
A terrible railroad accident on the
Louisville, New Albany A Chicago railroad
occurred Christmaseve, near Salem, IndM
resulting in the death of seven persons aud

died suddenly at Washington.

GENERAL.
Deaths : Ex-Mayor Strasburg,of
Baltimore,one of the defenders of that cityagainst the British; John F. Ramsey, one of
tho pioneer settlers of Madison, Ind.; Rev.
Dr. T. D. Anderson, of Boston, a widely
known Baptist clergyman;Henry S. Buckner, an old and wealthy merchant of New
Orleans, aged 87; Rev. John B. Wright,
of Wayland, Mass., the oldest Unitarian
clergyman in the United States; Maj. Gen.
Thomas J. Cram (retired), of tho United
States Engineer Corps; Gen. Hiram Leonard,
of San Francisco,retired army officer; exGov. Ralph P. Lowe, of Iowa, at Washington
City; Judge E. S. Williams, a prominent
Chicago lawyer; the wife of Gen. W. S. Rosecrans, at Washington, D. C.; Gen. Thomas L.
Kune, one of the most prominentcitizens of

the wounding of a number of others. The
place where tho accident happened is the
bridge over Blue river. The stream is a narrow one, and in the summer time is an in- Pennsylvania.
significant brook. The speedy melting of
Burned: Several stores at Rushanow and the heavy rain following bad swollen It to undue proportions. The flood bad ford, N. Y., involving a loss of $50,000;
washed away the earth from under Belcher’sshoe factory, Holbrook, Mass., loss
the shore- supports of the bridge, ren- $20, COO; Tyson Brothers’mill and elevators,

dering the structureweak and shaky
The train consisted of a baggage car, smoking car, ladies'car, and the Pullman buffet
car Escaria. Just after tho engine had
gotten safely across the bridge suddenly
settled. The awful crash followed. Tho
chasm is about forty feet deep. The baggage car pitched headlong into the river,
while the other oars telescoped and were
badly smashed. Some of them, however, remained partially on the track, although what
was left of tho cars was scarcely anything
but debris. The bridge was only about half
Again as long as a passenger coach, so that
all tho cars did not go into the water. A
scene of excitement and confusion ensued,
and the passengers, many of whom were
bruised and otherwise injured, began
crawling out of the coaches. Some were
asleep in the buffet car, but managed to
get out ail right. Through the overturning
of the stoves the wreck caught fire,

Carlisle’s

CHARLES HARVEY'S FATE.

Committee A Mob

Takes

Him from

JalTit Peters-

burg, Ind.

Assignments.

:

tho jailer tho keys to the prison. The object

of

their visit was to inflictsummary
Following Is a full list of the committees
punishment upon four negroes confined
therein for the murder of Joseph of tho National House of Representatives,as
Nichols and the Posey brothers, a made up by the
few days previous,and they did their work
promp'ly and effectually. ’The mob first An
h~
irocodod to tl« coll
The
door was forced open, and as ouo of the York, Rann-y, Pettilmne, Miller of Pennsy.vacrowd entered he was struck with a band-iron
Hart.
11 ni*,
ma, Valentine,
valentine, Hepburn
nepnurn of
or Iowa,
iowa, and
amuiart.
fto.n tho fireplacewrapped in a towel, and I Ways and Means -Morrison, Mills, Blount,
i- Blackburn,
Hewitt of Now York, Herbert,
knocked down. At this moment firing
» „
____ M Hurd,
____ .
menrod and the prisonerwas instantly killed, Jones of Arkansas,Kelley, Kosson, McKinley,
being riddled by more than a dozen shots, Hisoock,and Rnssell.
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Body Afterward Found Dangling
to a Locust Tree.

,

.

'

[Telegram from Vincennes,Ind.1

Sunday morning, between the hours of 1
and 2 o'clock, from fifty to seventy-fivemen
surrounded the

jail

lnPetersburg,Plkecounty*

which was confined young Charlie
Harvey, the 'murdererof Henry Custln, Jr.
Tho front door was broken and unfaettned,
aud a guard was stationed near it, but he
Horr;
was quickly overpowered. The jailer was In
was thus hanged. They then proceeded to | judiclary-Tuckor, Hammond;. Culberson of
bed, and the leaders of the mob crowded
the* cell In which Richard Gibbs was incarcor- Texas, Morton, Broadhead,Dorsheimer,Collins,
ated, but could not open the doors with the ^ Seney, Reed, E. B. Taylor of Ohio, McCold, into his room and demanded the keys
keys. Gibbs appeared at the gratingof bis Browne of Indiana, and Poland,
to the Jail doors. These he gave up at
cell, and on being perceived was riddled with . BanUng and Ourrency-Buokner,Ermcn-, onod, seeing that It was useless to atshot. A rope was passed Into his cell, which
Potter, Hunt, Miller of Texas, Candler,
tempt resistance. The mob marched with
was placed around him by his cell-mate, and
01
tho keys to the cell where Harvey was confined. As soon as be heard the noise he was
ho was then dragged out and hanged from n Coinfi^^elHhts0and McnjSon Tttnnrt
the outsideof the building The mob then i Dowd^Hirdy, fflcholls.Pusey, Lapham, TnSy! struck dumb with terror. Grabbing hold of
him the mob placed a rope around his neck,
went up-stalro to Mieajab Parker’s cell. , Belford, Lacey, Chace. Everhart,and Lana.
was taken out, a rope- placed i Commerce— Reagan, Clardy, Turner of Ken- pinioned bis arms, and bade him walk ahead.
around his neck, and In the balcony i tnoky, Dnnn, Seymour, Glascock,Woodward, They hurried the doomed man to the’ edge of
of tho middle corridor of the jail he was 1 Boyle, Barksdale,O'Neillof Pennsylvania,Davis tho town, and, arrivingat a locust tree, prohanged, the body dangling over tho balcony. I of Illinois, Wadsworth, Long, Stewart of Ver- ceeded to bdhg him up. After hanging him,
they placed a curd in bis hand bearing the
words: “More to follow."
It is stated that Harvey made a confession
0t?nterl“l Be"nUe f°r.Ul6• Pby,
of uilSj
district. The lynchers were young white | Bayne. Robinson of Ohio, Chace, Stone, and of the murder of Henry Custin, which ocmen from the surroundingcountry. No i Burleigh.
curred Friday night. Nothing positive is
effort was made to hinder them.... Four ool- ! Apricuiture—Hatch of Missouri,Aiken, Dlb- known, as tho men who received the confesored children on a plantationat Summerton, ; rell, Williams, Beach, Green, Winona, Weller, sion are mute. The confession is said to imS. C., in tho absence of their mother built a ; Patton, Cullen, Wilson of Iowa, White of Min- plicate one of tho most desperate characters
flro, which consumed the house and cremated nesota, Ochiltree, HoVey, Stephenson,and Kay- of Petersburg. The body hung suspended,
mond of Dakota.
mem
| Foreign Affairs-Curtin,Belmont, Deuster. from the tree from 2 until 10 o’clockSunday
The excess of the value of exports Clemente,Cox of North Carolina,G. D. Wise of morning, and was covered with sleet and ice
and frozen stiff. Three thousand people visover imports of merchandise for the month Xb-glni^Btewart of Texas, Lamb of Indiana,
ited tho scene Sunday. The Coroner cut the
Rice, Walt, Ketcham, Phelps and Hitt
ended Nov. 30, 1883, was $23,375,753,andfor th®
Military Affairs— Rosocrans,Slocum, Dibrell, body down between 9 and 10 o’clock, and rentwelve months ended Nov. 30 $120,000,000. Morgan, Wolford, Nicholls, Murray, Duncan, dered a verdict that Charles Harvey came to
Payne, Lyman, Laird, Cutcheon and Ma- his death by hanging at tho hands of unThe values of the impons of merchandise for Steele.
glnnis of Montana.
known parties. «
the twelve months ended Nov. 80, 1883, wore
Naval Affairs— Cox of New York, Morse, TalTho crime which young Harvey expiated in
$002,495,561, a decrease of $58,186,000com- bott, Buchanan, Eaton, Ballantyne, McAdoo,
so horrible a manner was ono of the m*ost
~ and Boutelle.
jR®.
pared with tho same time last year. The Harmer, Thomas, Goff
cold-blooded murders on record. Henry
values of the exports of merchandise for the
Postoffloes and Post Roads— Money, Reese,
twelve months ended Nov. 30, 1883, were Ward, Cosgrove, Riggs, Rogers of Arkansas,Tay- Custin was employed In the dry-goods store
$812,405,651,an increase of $30,418,089 lor of Tennessee,Jones of Texas, Paige, Bing- of Ed Montgomery,and It is supposed the
Peelle,Skinnerof New York, White of Ken- murderer thought he carried some of Montover the same time in 1882.... nam,
gomery’s money or that be mistook Custln
Tho State Deparment has learned that Amer- tucky, Wakefieldand McCormick.
Rail
Iways and CanaJs— Davidson, Hoblitzell, for Montgomery. Custin was returning home
ican pork and lard are not even permitted to
Murphy, Paige, Caldwell, Turner of Kentucky, about 10 o’clock in the evening, and was shot
pass through Germany in sealed cars. ...A •Wemple, Culbertson of Kentucky, James, Atalmost at his own door. A barber who lived
party of French aliens, who have for years kinson, and Hatch of Michigan,
controlled the modeling-room In the office of i Public Lands— Cobb, Scales, Oates, Shaw, near heard two shots, raised a window, aud
the supervising architect of the treasury,at Lewis, Henley, Van Eaton, Belford. Strait,An- saw one man bending over tho prostrate form
derson, Pay son, aud Brents of Washington Ter- of another. The murdererfled, and tho dead
Washington, have been dismissed.
roan was borno to his home.
ritory.
The Orange Grand Master of Ire- 1 Indian Affairs— Welborn, Graves » Stevens, 1 Those in pursuit went to Harvey’s home,
land has issued a circular advising tho en- jPeeL. Pierce, Finerty, Skinner of North Carolina^ two miles east of Petersburg, at a village
Jsmith, George, Perkins, Nelson, and Gary o:
called Alford. Harvey was requestedto
rollment of volunteer forces for the society, Arizona.
come forth, and with reluctance put on his
Territories—
Evina
of
South
Carolina,
Pryor,
and announcingthat the Government will be
clothes. He put on ono boot, and then
refused to put on the other. His mother
rsfo
rebel,
brought his boot from the kitchen,and was
attacked tho town of Gerireh, near Derber,
8truWe-‘nd Po,t 01 WyomlM noticed rubbing It with her fingers.; The
but were repulsed with heavy loss by '“ ^Manufactures—
— --Bagley, G. D. Wise of Virginia, boot was snatched out of her hand and blood
only two companies of Bashl-Bazouks.... Mitchell, Caldwell, Crisp, Lewis, Brewer of New was discovered upon it The boot exactly
Liout. Col. Sudeikin.of the Russian army, has Jersey, Mackey. Ellwood, and Campbell of New fitted the track of the man who shot Custin.
been assasinated by Nihilists,whe also York.
Harvey was taken to Petersburg.He rethreaten the Minister of the Interior.... . Mines and Mining— Warner of Tennessee, quested that they should lock him securelyin
iCassidy,
Alexander,
Skinner
of
North
Carolina,
Garoia, the most noted gambler in Europe,
jail, as he feared the mob.
who has been known to win or lose stakes of •Miller of Texas, Wood, Stevens, Breitung, Culbertsonof Kentucky. O’Hara, and Singiserof
£100,000, has entered a Trappist convent in
1

.

Ind., in

KS'LSZVrT
j

venes.

Representative Bland, chairman of
THE EAST.
Dick Pedler and Dyde Bright fought the Coinage Committee, expects to effect no
eighty-seven rounds near Wilkesbarre, changes in tho laws this session except to
Christmas day, for $200 a side, Pedlpr winning bring about the even exchange of standard
tho contest, in which great brutality and en- dollars for trade, dollars. Representative
Buckner disavows any intention of making
durance were displayed.
war tn tho national bank§, but holds that
banks of Providence hold their
note franchiseis vicious and unneces$767,000 of the paper of A. D. Smith A Co., the sary.... Brig.-Gen. Andrew A. Humphreys

Gen. Grant slipped and foil upon the icy sidewalk, being painfully wounded near the hip.
No bones were broken, but the sciatic nerve
was bruised and tho General is compelled to
keep bis bed. . 8. C. Blodgett, recently Treasurer of the Providence (R. I.) Institution for
Savings,is a defaulterand fugitive from Justice. He had served the bank for thirty-seven years, and closed bis career by the theft of

Speaker

j

Arixona. . Adjourned until Jan. T.
The Speaker laid before the House a message
from the Presidenttransmittingthe report of
the Secretary of State, and the papers relating
Secretary Teller and a party of
to the trial,conviction, and executionor the
agents
and inspectorswill soon go to Muslate PatrickO'Donnell. Laid on the table for
future action. Speaker Carlisle announced the cogee, Indian Territory,to investigate the
•landing committees,and the House adjourued Creek troubles and make recommendations to
to Jan. 7.
bring about a settlement.

bankrupt manufacturers ..... In alighting
xrom
m New
wow York,
lorK,
from his coupe at his
bis residencein

THE HOUSE.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

Baltimore, loss $70,000; Blanchard’s mills,
Winterburn, Pa., loss $30,000; Wright’s sash
and blind factory, Stevens Point, Wis.,
loss llOJKH); Linderholm's elevator, Clarinda,
Iowa, loss $10,000; Harrison’s dry-goods
store, Paris, Tex., loss $30,000; Sarazln’stobacco. factory, New Orleans, loss $20,000;
eight business houses at Stewartsvillo, Mo.,
loss $30,000; a wing of the insane asylum,
Ward’s Island, N. Y., loss $25,000; a number
of stores at Neches, Tex., loss $20,000; a herd
of cattle and horses, at the Cheyenneagency,
I. T., loss $12,000; the Lutheran church,
Rochester, Pa., loss $10,000; Demorest’s
fruit store. New Orleans, loss $25,000; a
large saw mill, at Deer Lake, Mich., loss
$125, *000; a large printing establishment,at
Montreal, Canada, loss $55,000; a* street car
house and stables, at Cambridge, Mass.,
loss $35,000;
cotton-seedoil mill at
Temple, Tex., loss $35,000; Goddard's
flour mill at Freeport, 111., loss $10,000;
Tobie’s flour-mill, Troy, Kan., loss $25,000;
a storehouse at Memphis, Tenn., loss $35,000; the Havelock house, Algona, Iowa,
loss $16,000; Samuel Cupples’broom factory and other property in St. Louis, Mo.,
loss $450,000; a flouring mill at Chippewa
Falls, Wis., loss $35,000; a match factory
at Utica, N. Y., loss $15,000; a flouring mill at
Cape Girardeau, Mo., loss $60,000; Neideringham’s furniture ‘ store, St. Louis,
Mo., loss $100,000; a business structure at
Red Wing, Minn., loss $25,000;Lee’s
shoe factory, Athol, Mass., loss $70,000;
Hardcnburg & Co.’s carpet store, Brooklyn,
N. Y., loss $125,000;Green Brothers’foundry, Waterford, Ontario,loss $30,0J0; several
stores and shops at Fargo, Dak., loss $40,000;
a number of business houses at Bloomfield,
Ind., loss $25,000; the Empire brewery, Utica,
N. Y., loss $40,000; the officesof the Tribune
•and Timen and half a dozen stores at Ham-
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Levees and Improvements of

AN OCEAN HORROR.

Mississippi

River— King, Dunn, O’Neill of Missouri, Post,
Jones of Wisconsin,Henley,Thomas,
Congressman Hurd, of Ohio, is (Campbell,
jj. 8. Wise of Virginia, Howey and Whiting.
after Attorney General Brewster, and a F Militia— Muller of New York, Covington, Mo- frightful Scenes of Despair on a BurnWashington dispatch says he will shortly pre- Adoo, Peelle, Boyle, Ballentyne, Strait,Money,
ing Steamer.
(Valentine and Cutcheon.
fer charges and ask the appointmentof a
Claims— McMillin,Dowd, Tilftnan, Warner of
committee to investigatethe Department of Ohio, Van Alstyne, Dockery, Wood, Lore,
Justice. The charges as formulated are, in jBnyder, Ray of New Hampshire, Price, Ochil[Cable dispatch from London.]
and all that was above water burned.
brief, that the detectives in tho employ of tree. Ellwood, Brown of Pennsylvania,and Ray
The second engineer of the burned steamer
pf
New
York.
the department are managing things to tholr
A dispatch from Telluride,Colo.,
War Claims— OcddM, Jones of Wisconsin, St. Augustin, who was landed at Shields, tells
own liking; that some of them are .Stone.
says thA “a snow-slidecamo down Marshall
Tally, Rogers of New York, Weller, Ferunfit for the places they hold; that
a heartrending story of the wreck. He says
Kellogg. Everhart, Rowell and Bowen.
basin, carrying off
shaft-house at
some of them was discharged some rell,
Revision of the Laws— Oates. Buchanan, Mc- that when all the boats had been filled there
the Mendota mine containing fourteen
time ago from another department for Millin, Hill, Clay, Ward, Hemphill, Brown of
were still thirty people on the burning ship.
men, eight
were killed
making false entries;that another has been Pennsvlvania,Bayne, Spooner and McComas.
outright
wounded and
drawing mileage he was not entitled to, and - Public Buildings and Grounds— Stockslager, The lifeboat, which was already loaded down
four dug themselves out."
Alma
the money appropriated for tho support of .Young, Dibble, Reese, Hopkins, Pusey JVemple,
tho gunwales, was appealed to
(CaL) telegram reports that “a snow-slide
the department has not been spent in an eco- Worthington, Brainerd, Holton, Kean, Breitung,
by
these
unfortunates to save them.
and
Millikcn.
occurred near Montezuma, which carried
nomical manner, nor with duo regard to the
Pacific Railroads—Cassidy, Throckmorton, Their agonizedcries were irresistible,and
John Headstrom, John Ahlstrom and John
public interest.
Cabell, Thompson Jr., Jordan, Crisp. Post,
Ling, three miners, half a mile down tho
A dispatch from Walla Walla, W. T., Wilson of Iowa, Millard, Dunham, and HA- even the strong desire for life, always
mountain. Ahlstrom and Ling were badly
selfishlymanifest under extreme circumback.
says that as Sheriff Thompson and Jailer Wil- ! Expendituresof the War Department - stanees, was overcome,and the boat refrozen and will probably die. Headstrom is
atlU missing and must have been killed."
llama were visiting the, jail cells at night for ,Thompson,
___ _ ____________
Ferrell,Taylor
________________
of Tennessee,Elliot,
____ . turned. Tho folly fif tho attempt was apparent to all. The weight of one more human •
The eleventh and twelfth days of
the last time they were attacked by Elfus
being, let alone thirty, would bo fatal, but
the Emma Bond outrage case at Hillsboro,
this was forgotten or disregarded and the
hSa0 :
L.wSS:
I1L, were consumed by the defense in further
lifeboat turned her course toward the
secreted. On the jailer showing signs of re- ! Expendiiurcs of the Department of Jnsticedoomed vessel. She approachedas carefully
building and strengthening their alibi mond, Ind., loss $45,000.
covery they took a knife from his pocket and (Springer, Hemphill, Van Alstyne, Fyan, Stewart
as possible, laboring over tho big seas, only
structure, dementi, one of the defendants,
hacked him to pieces, and then fled....After bf Vermont, Bowen, and Stephenson,
was placed in the stand and accounted for his
A. D. Smith & Co., of Providence, R. a three hours’ wrestling contestat San Fran- j r Expenditures of Public BuildlnaH—Belmont, to be dashed to pieces, for when near the St.
Wisconsin,
Sprigs, Sumner of \N
isconsin, Harmer
Harmer, Augustin she was thrown. with terrificforce
whereabouts on the day of the outrage I., operating87,000 cotton spindles, have cisco, Muldoon defeated Bauer, and was car- Wilkins,Sprigits,
against the side of tho ship and crushed.Nearly
in a straightforward story. A number of
failed for $1,000,000.The crash is a highly
all in her were drowned at once. Tho rest
witnesses, all of them, with one exception,
clambered over tho sides, catchingoverrelatives of tho accused, were called to the disastrousone, carrying with ! tho suspenThe number of emigrants arrivingat peelle, stone and Nnttina.
hanging ropes, and suffered probably a worse
witness stand and corroborated the stories of sion of three great companies besides the five
..
„„„ ___ __ _ t Expenitures of the Interior Department—
the three defendants. On the thirteenth day mills run by the ruined firm. Other failures Castle Garden for 1883 was 387,638, against Yonng, Clardy, Cook, Storm, Brumm, Dunham fate with those on board. The Captainof the
St. Augustin, after having his legs cut off by
of the trial Miss Bond was recalled and of the week are as follows: Bomann & Von 455,540 for 1882.... The city of New York and Payne.
1 Patents— Vance, Singleton,Mitchell, Green- a falling spar, begged of the crew to tie some
gave important testimony directly contradict- Bermith,worsted goods, Now York, liabilspent over $5,000,000 for charityduring the leaf. Hallsell,D organ, Wlnans of Wisconsin and weight to bis body and throw him overboard.
ory of John C. Montgomery. She had to ities $75,000; Willis Bronson, real estate. New
year 1883.
He preferreddrowningto being burned. The
Hepburn.
leave the witness stand for the Judge’s pri- York, liabilities $250,000; J. W. Woolfolk,
• Education—
KHnrntlnn Aiken, Converse, Willis, Budd, crew finally complied, and he was heavily
vate room, where she faintedand fell heavily cotton factory,Columbus, Ga., liabilities
Arnot, Dnncan, Wlnans of Wisconsin, Tailor weighted and thrown into the sea. Tho secto the floor. On recovering she remarked $200,000; J. P. McAfee, hardware,Cellna,
of Ohio, Milliken, Hatch of Michigan and
ond mate, after his master had gone, becama
that her condition was caused by tho presence Ohio, liabilities $20,000; W. H. Kingsley,
THE MABKET.
rUL
perfectly frantic, and, pulling his pistol,
grain, AHensvllle,111., liabilities $26,000; Donof Montgomery.
Invalid Pensions— Matson, Le Fevrt, Fyan, ho put the muzzle into his mouth, and
NEW YORK
ald Gordon, dry goods, Rochestor,Oswego and
Wlnans
of Michigan,Budd, Sumner of WisconWilliam Fox, who perpetrateda Mexico, N. Y., liabilities $200,000; Lockhart A Beeves ..........................
sent the charge through his brain. He fell
$ s.oo @7.00
sin, Patton, Lovering, Bagiev, Ray of New
.............................5.50 6.00
treacherous murder to procure money by Stright, dry goods. Albany, Ind., liabilitie.$12,Hampshire, Cullen, Honk, J. S. Wise of Virginia, dead in his tracks. These examples were folI'l/ujii— Superfine ............... 4.00 0 6.75
lowed by the rest. Some Jumped overboard,
Holmes. Merrill
which he and his paramour could secure di- 000; 8. Jacobus, dry goods, Nashville,Tenn.,
Wheat— No. 1 Duluth ......
1.20 01.22
• Pensions— Hewitt of Alabama. Tillman, Rob- others stabbed themselves, all seeming to
liabilities,$40,000; Gordon, Barker & Co.,
No.
2
Red
..............
1.13
0
1.16
vorces, from their respective spouses. M-as
inson of New York, Steele, Laird, Struble and prefer some quicker mode of terminating
millers, Sparta. HI., liabilities, $160,000;
Cons— No. 2 ....................... C6* 0 .67
executed at Nevada, Mo., and met death
York.
existencethan the horrible torture awaiting
Geo. Brooks A Bro., hardware, Allerton,111., Oath-No. 2 ..................
.3:) 0 .41
In
fearless manner. The woman liabilities$18,000;H. S. Gilbert A Co., grain I'm: k— Mess ...... ................14.50 015.25
Expendituresof the State Department— them from the rapidly advancing flames.
for
he committed the crime and commission, Ottawa, 111., liabilities, $250,- Lajh) ......... ........ ...........09 0 .(«)$ Hardeman, Dargan, Worthington,Campbell, When the John Williamson hove to and stood
Barr, Henderson of Iowa and Price.
brought
the gnllou-s.... 000; Soper A Co., auctioneers, Baltimore,
by, a perfect hurricane was blowing. Sho
CHICAGO.
Expenditures of the Treasury Department—
The Ohio liquor dealers, after a two days’
Beeves —Good to Fancy Steers,. C.00 0 6.50 | Davis of Missouri, Hewitt of Alabama, Potter, neverthelesslauched
boat containliabilities,
$35,000; French A McKnight, dry
convention at Columbus, resolved that the
Common to Fair ........ 5.60 0 0.00 i Connolly,Lacey, Libby, Hayne-*.
ing a volunteer crew and sent it to
goods, Eric. Pa., liabilities. $34,000; Horatio
Scott law was inimical to the best interests of
Medium
to Fair ........ 6.00 0 5.50
! Labor— Hopkins, O'Neill of Missouri, Foran, tho rescue. When the St. Augustin waa
E. Davis A Co., dry goods, Boston; Lamborn
............
4.50 0 6.00
the State, and asked tho coming Legislature
reached tho man in the bow Jumped
Lovering,Mackey, James, Haynes.
A Gray* bankers Alliance, Ohio: J. B. Lam
Fi-oun
-l*'itnc-y
White
Winter
Ex
5.25
0
5.60
to repeal the Scott law by a Judiciousaud
District of * Columbia— Barbour, Muldrow, for a dangling line, but be missed it and was
bert. dry goods Chattanooga, Tenn., liabili<ii od to Chnhr 8:ir'« Ex 5.<K) 0 5.50
constitutionalenactment.
Shelley, Eldredge, Wilson of West Virginia, drowned. A Fecond man made tho attempt.
ties $03,000.
Wheat -No. 2Kprb*e ........... 95 0 .%
Feedter, Spriggs, Barr, Guenther, McComas He was dashed against tho side of the vessel
THE SOUTH.
No. 2 lied Winter ........ irj 0 1.01
and Jeffords.
In the riot at Harbor Grace, Newand killed. Two others followed and were
\o. 2 ......................
50 0 .60
Private Lands— Muldrow, Mitchell of Alabama,
A dispatch from Austin, Tex., refer- foundland, two Orangemen and two Catholics Cohn—
Oath— No. 2 ....................... :w
.34!*
drowned. Finallya line was secured and six
1 Cabell, Cosgrove, Eldredge, Lowry, P«*yson,
ring to the recent report that a suit is soon
Kw— No. 2 ........................ 5‘J 0 .60
persons were token off. This was all that
wore killed, and eight persona mortally and
Parker, Mayo and Weaver.
llAHI.KY— No 2. ....
66 0 .67
to be brought in tho United States Court of about twenty slightly wounded.
Public Health— Beach, Graves, Rigas, Candler, could be done. The sea ran so high that a
IHJTTKH— Choice Creamery ....... 32 0 ’.35
Fielder, Davis of Massachusetts,
Evans of Penn- near approach meant certaindeath, and the
Claims to recover the value of slaves emanLast week’s business failuresnum- Kocsh-KioIi...................... 27 0 .28
gallant crew of tho Williamson were obliged
sylvania, Libbyn and Pettibone.
cipated during the war says: “Gov. Ireland,
I OHK-Mckr .............. ........ 13.25 013.75
Ventilation and Acoustics—Hardy, Cabell, to return,leaving those still on board the
AttorneyGeneral Templeton, and several bered 280, twenty less than the previous i'AHH ..............................08*40 .09
Green, Shelley, Jeffords.Evans of Pennsylvania blazing ship to their fate.
MILWAUKEE.
prominent lawyers consulted by the reporter week, but eighteen more than for the corand Brewer of New York.
The Williamsonwas meanwhile drifting
Wheat—
No.
2 ................... 1.03 0 i.ns
scout the idea that Texas has any more claim responding period in 1882. . .The gross earnEnrolled Bills— Neeoe, Warner of Tennessee, away. She made desperate efforts to face
on tho Federal Government than any other ings of tho Lake Shore road for the year are COKN-No.2 ....................... 58 0 .CO
Snyder,Yaple, Peters, Holmes.
Oath— No. 2 ......
3-2 0 .34
the storm and keep her boat in sight, nut
Southern State. They considerthe scheme a reported at $18,550,000, and of the Central
SELECT COMMITTEES.
Rye-No. 2 .......................
58 0 .50
they wore almost useless. When she was
very foolish one, and that if anybody is en- and Southern line at $14,000,000.
Reform
of
the
Civil
Service—
Mntchler,
Cox,
BaHI.EY— No2 ....................“ .62 @ .63
about to give up the boat was seen coming
gaged in it, which is regarded as doubtful,it
Clemente,
Hoblitzel,
Finerty,
Barksdale.
BeyPork -Mess ......................
13. w
014.50
s FOREIGN.
toward her and the crew with the six rescued
It for politicalpurposes."
tobertaonof Kentucky, Bingham, Phelps,
mour, Rol
men were with great difficultytaken on board.
It is stated that France will not be. laud .............................8.50 0 9.00
Millard, Lyman, Hitt
81. LOUiS.
In the streets of Yazoo, Miss., a party gin negotiations for peace until her forces Wheat— No. 2 Red ..............1.01 01.02
Alcoholic Llqnor Traffic— Hitt, Bland, Kleiner, The boat bad rescued six persons and had lost
Carleton, Evins, Davis of Diinols, Guenther, four In doing ao. •
of negroes fired upon a band led by John F. occupy Bao Nlnh, and that the French loss of COHN— Mixed .................
.48 0 .40
Goff, Campbell.
Oath -No. 2 ....................... 30 0 .32
Posey, a white business man, killing Posey life at Sont«y was greater than reported.The
American Shipbuildingand Shlpownlng— Slo«YR -i; ..............
54 0 .55
aud two others and wounding two more. Chinese are active In the Red River delta con- I’OttK—Mess ......................14.25 014.75 cum^ Deuster, Dibble, Throckmorton,Hunt,.
“FRENCH GLORY THIRST.”
lay. Lore, Dingley, O'Neil of Pennsylvania,
Posey had been insultedby a negro and went structingdefenses. .... Forty thousand looms Laud ..............................O8)»0 .00
George,
eorge,
Long.
off to collect his friends. The negro did the are idle in Lancashire, England. There
CINCINNATI.
On the Law Respectingthe Election of Presi- A Nation Intoxicated by a Victory Over
same thing, and his band unexpectedly threatens to be an equally colossalstrike of Wiieat-No.2Red ............... 1.03 01.04
dent and Vice President- Eaton, Springer. Olay,
the Chinese.
48 0 .40
opened fire ns soon as tho Posey party nut In minors in Yorkshire. The IronworkersIn gnu* ...... .......................
Jordan, Pryor, Bennett,Kleiner, Findlay,
[Gable Dispatch from Paris.]
an appearance.Tho negro leader was killed France are also discontented.
Parker, White of Kentucky, Peters, Hart, Wait.
while resisting arrest, and the City Council,
The Parisiansare ^iist now Jubilant over
On Payment of Pensions, Bounties, and Back
Col. Henry R. Rathbone, of Albany,
after an investigation, resolved that tho conPay— Warner of Ohio, Connolly,Pierce of Ten- the French successesat Sontay.. Tho cry, “A
flict waa entirely personal,and not the result N. Y., while travelingin Germany, killed his
..............
“'i8 •'** nessee,Rogers of Arkansas,Greenleaf, Brewer Pekin !" Is the popular thing in the cafes and
of race rancor or political difficulties ..... wife in Hanover Christmas day, and then at- Wheat-No. 2 Red.... ......
of New York, York, Whiting,Anderson.
04 0 .96
Fifty armed men took three persons of bad
.......................... 54 0 .55
public places. Tho people who a week ago
JOINT SELECT COMMITTEES.
tempted
suicide.
Col. Rathbone and the Oath- No. 2.... ................... 33 0 .34
reputation from a saloon at McDadc, Tex.,
Printing—Scales, Rogers of New York, Smith. were olapioring against tho Governlady ho bas-mtrrdered (in 1865 Miss Harris) ------------- DKTftOlT. ------- ---Library— Singleton. Woodward,Nnttlng.
carried them to tho outskirts,and hanged
ment because of “tbis crazy Tonqutn --------...................
......... 5.00 0 6.50
them. The following day, friends of the were Bitting in tho ' box at Ford’s
business” are now applauding the Mintheater •
tho
assassin
Booth Wheat— Na l White ............ LO4140 1.05)4
lynched men came to MoDade, and picked a
istry for “the glory won by tho logiond ofentered and killed Abraham Lincoln.... Co un— No. 2 ....................... 53 <« .56
quarrel,when a fight with shot-guns and reFranoe." A week ago the populace thought
SMALL TALK.
The French Government has instructed Ad- Oats Mixed ...................... 34 0 .:»r,
volvers ensued, in which three men were
thp Chinese myriads would simply obliterate
10.25 013.73
miral Courbet to follow up his victoryat j Pohk-Mcrn... ..........
killed, and
badly wounded.... Sonlay with tho utmost haste compatible
the French army; to-night tho some populace
INDIANAPOLIS.
The
“Confederate
rose”
Is a singular flower
A band of desperadoes are terrorizingthe with safety — Russian Nihilists are quarrel- Wheat— No, 2 Red ................ 90-0 1.01
appears to fancy that the French army have
grown
by
Joseph
C. Bailey, of New Orleans.
Coim-Nc.
2
......................
5:1
0
.54
northern section of Grayson county, Tex.
a holiday march before them. Tho capture '
ing among themselves.
It is white in the morning, but red at night.
Oath— nixed ....................
32 0 .33
They recentlykilled two persons and burned
of Sontay seems to have thoroughly revived
It grows in largo bunches.
„
EAST
LIBERTY.
PA.
a church and school-house. ..A turkey-shoot
The Grand Duke Nicholas, of Rusamong tho French people, particularlyIn
CATTTR— TlPSt ....... ....v .......... 6.00 0 8.50
near Paris, Ky., ended in the killing of two sia, who has been in confinementin TurkeA farmer in Stokes county, N. C., got Into Paris, the old nationalmalady “French gloryFair ....................
.. 5.50 0 7.00
negroes by another negro.
Com non ’ j
“ i'ioo « cifiO 1 * frenzy over his short crops this season, and thirst." The statesmen of tho republic are
stan, tried to escape to India on horseback,
Hoar. ...........................5.50 0 0.W cursed heaven arid earth. While he .aras alarmed at this, for they knew and fear . .
The Atcliafalaya bridge of the Texas but was overthken.
It* eertain tendency. >.T. .
tyiRKP ............................. 4.c« 0 4.6O cursing ho wa$ suddenly paralyzed.
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MICHIGAN AFFAIRS*

1 24. Return to England of the family of
Tennessee. Carey, the Irish Informer. Agitation by the

22. Four train-robbers executed in Ar10. Eleven men cremated by the burning of
kansas. Two men lynched in
a boarding-house at Brownsville,Dakota.
23. Twenty-fivelives lost by the sinking of
11. The day set apart by Prof. Wiggins for
bis great storm, which failed to materialize. the steamship Waitara, off Portland, England.
24. Great damage In tho region of St.
12. Patrick Egan, Treasurer of the Land
by an overflow of the Mississippi river.
League, arrivesat New York.
26. The Ohio Supreme court decides the
18.
Missouri Legislature enacts a
Scott Liquor law constitutional.The Cabinet
stringenthigh-license liquor law.
14. Judge David Davis married to Miss at Washington decides to aid In preventing
the landing of “assisted"emigrantsat
Burr, of North Carolina.

CHRONOLOGY.

Land Leaguers reopened in Ireland. Henry
H. C. Lewis, of Coldwater, baa Just erected
M. Stanley, the African explorer, heard from.
Louis 25. Destructive gale on Lakes Ontario and In Coldwater cemetery the finest monument
1 Record of the Notable OoourErie. The Emperor of Germany appoint* In that part of the State.
King Alfonso, of Spain, Colonel of a German
The
renoes of 1883.
Jack Philps was convicted of murder In
regiment, which causes much ill-feeling In
France. Terrible railroad accident In Rou- the second degree, at Corunna, forthe killing
New mania. New York morning newspaiierare- of Martin Brophy, last summer.
duce their prices.
Brought Down to the Close of the
15. Startlingexplosion in London, attrib- York.
The mastodon bones recently found in
28. Heavy express robbery on a train at
29. A family of five persons drowned near
uted to Fenian agents. A. N. Wyman apYear.
Venice, Shiawassee connty, have been purMadison, Ind., by tho updating of a boat Laketon, Ind.
pointed United States Treasurer.
29. Attempted train robbery In Western
' 17. Excitement in England over the al- Nows of the drowning by floods of seventeen
abased by the Agricultural college.
Kansas. Snow-storm in Minnesota.
persons in Nemaha county, Neb.
leged assault on Lady Florence Dixie.
JANUARY.
80.
Forty
Chinamen
killed
near
San
FranA ditch five miles long is projectedin the
JULY.
20. Tennessee enacts a law abolishing pub1. Ferry-boat sinks near Frankfort, Ger1. Duel between two Richmond (Va.) ed- cisco by the explosionof a powder-mill. Tho township of Constantine,by the digging of
many; thirty-live people drowned. Several lic executions.
Spanish King hooted by a mob In Paris,
21. Six Uves lost by the sinkingof an oyster itors, Beirne and Elam. Terrible ravages of
which Black run will be deepened and
white men killed by blacks in a riot at Ocothe choleraat Damietta. Egypt. Six persons which oausea much excitement in Spain.
boat at Baltimore.
widened from tho mouth where It empties
nee, Ga.
OCTOBER.
killed
by
a
railroad
accident
at
Roselas,
Pa.
22. Mount Vesuvius in a state of eruption.
2. Ferry-boat in Jaokson county, N. C., up1. Snow-storm in Maine, 1
2. Opening of the celebration, at Santa Fe,
Into the St. Joseph river, to its source in tho
28. Six men killed in a fight between cattle
lets, drowning nineteen negro convicts.
2. Evangelists Moody and Sankoy sail for
herders
in Arizona.Indian outbreak in Ari- New Mexico, of the 383d anniversary of the
marshes near the hilly land in the northwest
. 8. Destructivefloods along the rivers Rhine
Ireland. Burning of tho Pittsburgh Exposizona. Several people slaughtered. The re- settlement of the town. Tornadoes in Wispart of tho township. It is Intended that the
and Danube ; nearly 100 lives lost Bark Star
buildings.
mains of John Howard Payne, author of consin, Connecticut and Massachusetts. War tion
of the West lost In the Atlantic ocean, fifteen
4. A woman at Lampasas, Mexico, murderi ditch shall drain and make valuable several
waged
on
tho
trade
dollar.
“Home, Sweet Home,” arrive at New York
people perishing.
8. About 150 people drowned by an accident her five children and kills herself. Tho en- hundred acres of land now comparatively
from Tunis, Africa, where he died in 1852.
4. Four men killed at Muskegon, Mich.,
tire Ministryof Norway Impeached.
Six miners killed by a gas explosion at Lost while launching a new steamer at Glasgow,
and three at Black Horse Landing, W. Va.,
7. Nihilist proclamations issued in Russia worthless.
Scotland. Six persons run down and killed
Greek,
Pa.
by boiler explosions. United States Senate
sentencing tho Czar to death.
26. Recovery of the bodies of a large num- by a train near Cincinnati.
The recent robbery at Midland was a much
9. The paoinA horse Johnson makes th#
passes the Civil Service Reform bill.
ber of the victims of the mine disaster on ‘ 7. Female suffragerejected by the British
more
carefully planned and bold operation
5. Discovery of a heavy defalcation by
fastest
time
at
Chicago
ever
known,
a
mile
la
House of Commons. Alarm in Europe over
Feb. 16, near Braldwood, IlL
State Treasurer Polk, of Tennessee.
2:10. News of the discovery In Alaska of an than at first supposed. Four men came by
28. The Massachusetts Legislaturepasses a the spread of cholera In Egypt.
6. Remains of John Howard Payne shipped
IQ, A British Parliament committeere- immense rivor.
law providing for biennial elections in that
carriage the day before and stopped at tho
from Tunis to the United States.
ports against building the channel tunnel. | 10. Earthquake In California. Snow-storma
State.
hotel. At 1 o’clock in the morning the night
- 7. Steamer City of Brussels.sinks In the 29. Count Von Szekhely,President of the De Lesseps arranges with the English Gov- In Nebraska and Colorado.
English channel; ten persons drowned.
14. Seven persons drowned by the founder- watchman,feearlng a noise in the alley in the
ernment
for
a second Suez canal. DestructHungarianCourt of Cassation,murdered.
9. Ton men killed by a mine explosion at
ing of a schooner near Boston. War prepars
rear of the postoffloo, proceeded to Investi80. News of fresh Indian massacres In ive storms In Minnesota, Wisconsin and KanOoulterrillo, 111. Five men killed by a buntaliens In Prussia.Mysterious murder of Zora
Arizona. Several persons killed by a col- sas.
gate, when he was met by two men with
ing boiler at Bethlehem, Pa. Ship Empire lision on the CincinnatiSouthern railroad.
11. Thirty people drowned at I/mdon, Burns, at Lincola, Dl.
15. The United States Supreme Court de- pistols and ordered to keep still. Two other
Inks at sea; sixteenlives lost
81. Twenty-three people drowned by a ship- Ontario,by a sudden overflow,in the night,
•10. Burning of the Newhall house, Milcides the Civil Rights law unconstitutional. men then ca!me up and ho was bound tightly
of the river Thames.
waukee; nearly 100 lives lost Terriblefloods wreck at Holyhead, England.
Forty women killed In a crush In a Jewish
12.
National
convention
of
colored
editors
APRIL.
In Hungary; over fifty people drowned.
synagogueIn Russia, caused by a false alariq and gagged and token into the year room of
at
St.
Louis,
Mo.
Andrew
White,
a
wealthy
1. Six persons killed by a holler explosion
the store adjoiningtho postoffleo.Then they
18. Over 800 people burned to death in a
of fire.
citizen
of
Dwight,
IlL,
while
Insane,
murders
on the steamer Polar Star, Mississippiriver.
circus building at Berditscheff, Russia.
16. Epidemic of trichinosis In Saxony. Diai proceeded to plunder both buildings leisurely,
2. Fifty people killed by the explosion of a his wife and childrenand commits suicide.
14. Twenty people killed by a railway acci18. Destructive tornadoes In Missouri, astrous storms on the English coast.
powder factorynear Paris, France. Excitesecuring $150 in cash. It was three hours
dent at Camerlata, Italy. Four persons lost
17. Over 20Q lives destroyed by an earthment
In England over the discovery of dyna- Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Illinoisand Indiana.
after before the watchman could release
their lives by a fire in the Planters’ house, St
quake
in
Asiatic
Turkey.
14. Twenty people burfied to death during
mite plots.
18. Reappearance of the cholera in Egypt himself and raise an alarm.
Louis.
a fire in a Hungkrian village. Exciting and
4. Walter Q. Gresham, of Indiana, appoint15. Attemptedassassinationof the Sultan
19. Twenty-five lives lost by a mine explosed Postmaster General. The Presidentstarts bloody hunt for the assassins of Postmaster
of Turkey.
ion in England.
Clingan,
of
Polk
City,
Iowa.
on a Southerntour for the benefit of his
The Lumber Industry.
15. Prince Jerome Napoleon arrested in
20. News of tho signing of a treaty of
16. Disastrous storms In Wisconsin, Iowa,
The cut of lumber for the season of 188$
Paris for issuing a manifesto claiming the health.
peace between Chill and Peru.
Illinois
and
Indiana.
5. Four peraons burned to death at Hart1 throne. Five persons burned to death in a
2L Henry Irving, the English actor, arrives of tho Saginaw mills will fall 150,000,000feet,
17. News of the sacking of the American
wick, N. Y., and three at Elsbury,N. Y.
at New York. Snow-storm In Minnesota. at least, short of last year, owlrg to the short
London tenement house.
News
of a great fire at Iqulque,Peru. News consulateat Monterey, Mexico.
17. Eight people killed by a boiler explosion
18. Accident to Chief Justice Waite, in Discovery of gold deposits at Lisbon, Dakota.
of a war of races on the line of the Panama
season and the delay by reason of securing
on a steamer in Port Busan Bay, Pacific coast
22. Heavy snow-storm in Colorado.
Canal.
Michael Davitt writes a letter de- Montana. Frost In some sections of Iowa.
Meeting of the National Republican commit28. The Marquis of Lansdowne, new Gov- logs caused by high water and the strike of
19. Inauguration of the great strike of
nouncing the dynamite policy of the Irish.
tee at Washington, t
General of imubub,
Canada, aimvo
arrivea at Quebec. tho boom men. 'The Tittobawassee,and tribilegrapn operators inrougooui
mu country
uuuuu/. ernor ueneraiui
throughout the
6. The Coroner’s Jury in the Braldwood telegraph
__
__ At __
<\r
18. Iowa Supremo Court pronounces the
21. A cyclone kills a number of people and Ten girls lose their lives by the explosion of
mine
disaster exonerates the mine owners
utaries are the chief source of supply of tho
State Liquor law unconstitutional. Four
destroysmuch’ property in Dakota and Min- 1 a squib factory at Kingston, Pa.
men killed by a boiler explosionat Mansfield, from blamo.
25. News of the loss of five vessels on the Saginaw river mills, and more logs have been
7. Disastrousfloods in Austria and Poland.
La. Phenomenallycold weather in the far
23.' Eight men killed by falling bricks while New England coast, and the drowning of rafted out of this stream than upon any other
8. A hotel burned at Greenville, Texas, and
West.
repairinga blast-furnaceat Syracuse, N. Y. twenty-seven
.
^ in the world, aggregating nearly 7,000,000,000
eight guests cremated.
26. News of war preparationsIn Russia and
19. Steamer Cimbria sinks in the German
11. Judge Gresham, the new Postmaster Disastroustornado In Ingham county, Mich.
feet since 1864, the year In which tho boom
ocean; nearly 400 people drowned. Forty
24. About eighty people drowned by the Germany.
General, enters upon his duties. The bill
people killed by a powder explosion at Mui27. Intelligence of more earthquakesIn company was organized.Tho company emgiving
way
of
a
steamboat
pier
near
Baltiden, Holland. Robberiesin Southwestern for local self-governmentin Ireland defeated more, Md. Capt. Webb, the famous swim- Asia Minor. Chief JusticeColeridgesails for ploy a force of 500 men and flvo tugs. The
In the British House of Commons.
Nevada, involvingthe killing of five citizens
.
12. Prohibitiondefeated in the Connecticut mer, drowned at Niagara Falls. Hardy, one
80. Mysteriousexplosions in tho under- present season they have handled 8,729,743
and two highwaymen.
Legislature. Earthquake shocks in Southern of the Polk county (Iowa) assassins, executed
20. Six men drowned off a Gloucester fishground railway tunnels in London, England. logs, scaling In round numbers 472,000,000
Illinois. Wisconsin's first cotton factory by a
ing schooner. Twenty-five people killed by a
81. Loss of the steamer Holyhead and feet. The record of the Tlttobawassee Boom
25. Eight colored people drowned at Clareopened at SheboyganFalls.
railway accidentnear Los Angeles, Cal. In
fifteen Mves in the Irish sea. Disastrous
. 13. Six negro childrenpoisoned to death at mont, Va..
company operations since 1864 Is’as follows:
tensdly cold weather throughout the North26. Ex-Treasurer M. T. Polk sentenced to conflagrationat Savannah, Ga.;tou lives lost.
McDermott,Ark., and three bufned to death
Pieces. Feet.
west, lasting five days.
NOVEMBER.
twenty
years
In
the
penitentiary
at
Nashville,
........................ 437,336 106,3»4,7«»
" 21. Nino peopl® drowned by the sinkingof in Grant county, Ark. Discoveryof rich Tenn.
1. Oapturoof a large gang of counterfeiters
IBM ........................ 605,806 148,057,072
hip Forwarts, off Lisbon, Portugal.Several silver mines in East Tennessee. The first
28. Thirty-six persons killed by a mine ex- n Pike county, Ind. Orange disturbances at
iron sailing vessel ever built In America
..............763,878 188,181,666
persons killed by a boiler explosionat Elkton,
Ireland.
Conclusion
of
the
plosion
in
Sicily.
Hicuy.
Over
over
5,000
o.euu
people
killed
kuhni
by
i Londonderry,
jx)naonaerry,
v—
945,416 229,330,305
Md. Thirty Chinamen blown to atoms by an launched at Philadelphia. Charles Smith, of an earthquake on the Italian Island of Ischia. Coroner’s inquest Into the Zora Burns murder 1867.
1808!! .
.............9«M«2 338,871,900
Delaware county, Iowa, kills his wife and two
>*n .Twenty-five
m ___
nonnla killed
Ir1l1<ut by
Rv a
a railway
rA<lwRV mystery at
of Lincoln,
T innnlti til
Snnw-storlllin
in New 1809 ........................
explosion of giant powder near San Fran111. Snow-storm
29.
people
1,372.340 278,660, 799
children and commits suicide. Brady, one of
.......................1,610,976 340,524,198
the Phoenix Park murderers,sentenced to accident near Albany, N. Y. Ten colored York22. Several lives lost by the sinking of the
........................
1,260,945 288,748,401
3. Moody begins a six months evangelizpeople drowned at Mayersvllle, Miss. The
death at Dublin.
........................
1,659,908 300,151,601
German bark Meta, off the Mexican coast.
ing engagement in London. Political riot at
Spanish
Minister
to’
the
United
States
com14. First tornadoes of the season felt in
23. The French cabinet resigns in a body.
Danville, Va., In which seven negroes are 1873,.. ...................M13,010 368,959,149
mits
suiolde
In
New
York.
........................
1.978,976 338.203,134
Twelve persons killed by a railroad smash-up Arkansas, Iowa and Nebraska.
80. President Arthur leaves Washingtonon killed.
15. Burning of the Atlantic House and
1875!! !.::!..!... ......... 1,860,M5 309,808,617
Hear Keyser, W. Va. A mother in Milwaukee
6. Seven people killed and $200,000 worth of
an
extended
Western
tour.
James
Carey,
1870 ...........
1,972,824 342,981,639
murders and carves In pieces her three little three guests at Albia, Iowa.
property destroyed by a cyclone at Spring- 1877 ...
2,353,441 432,806,109
16. Twentv-slx Nihilistssentenced at Odessa, tho Irish Informer, killed In South Africa.
children. Eight persons drowned by tne sinkfield,
V1 „
1878!!. .....................
2,155,271 938*16*10
AUGUST.
Russia. Thrpe childrenburned to death at
ing of the brig Mariposa In I/mg Island
7. A colliery explosion In Lancashire,Eng- 18TO .....................3,180,018 455,067,880
1. Eight people killed by o railroad collision land, kills sixty-three men. Adelina Patti ar- 1880 ..... .................3,937,331 580,290,610
sound. Political excitement In France; ex- Portsmouth, Texas.
17. Prohibition killed in the Delaware
near PownaU.
^
Empress Eugenie ordered to quit the repub........................
3.633,365 499,846,850
rives at New York.
Legislature. The Scott liquor license law
2. The New Hampshire Legislature electa
1)er8ons killed by the falling of a 1883. .......... : ............4,459,887 611,863,670
‘
passed by the Ohio Legislature.
•3,729,742 *471,000,000
Austin F. Pike, U. 8. Senator, after balloting
of thereof of the Wisconsin Capitol 1883* .......................
24. News of the butchery of forty ship19. Eighteen Nihilists sentencedat BL
wrecked sailors by savages in New Quinea.
Grand total ........... 39,989,933 6, 756, *3, 791
.. >•
m m
in the leather trade In I »"«<>"»
Davitt, Hcaly and Quinn found guilty at Dub11. Orrin A. Carpenter, arrested for the
20. Four men drowned at Beattie, W. T.,
*UnoflldaL
the New England cities.
lin of using seditious language.
murder
of
Zora
Burns
at
Lincoln,
111.,disand four at Williamsport,PA., by the upsetThe Rifle Boom company rafted out of Rifle
6. Serious revolt In Spain. Formidable charged from custody. Celebrationof
25. Burial at Milwaukee of the forty-throe
ting of boats. Prohibition voted down by anti-Jewlshriots in Russia and Hungary.
unidentifiedvictims of the Newhall house
river in 1883 a total of 109,087,431 foot of
Luther's 400th birthday.
the Pennsylvania Legislature. Eight, people
8. Thirteen sailors drowned by the sinking
horror.
12-14. Disastrous gales on the chain Of logs, of which about 88,000.000 feet came to
killed by a falling wall at Sacramento, Cal
of a bark off Dover, England.
• 26 Four men accidentally drowned at Shrevelakes, resulting in the wrecking pi over
21. Bloody fight between citizens and circus
the Saginaw river. There was left in tho
9.
Four
Irish
dynamite
conspirators
senport, La., and four killed at Hehding, Pa., by
thirty craft and tho drowning of upward of
men at Dover. Del. Five persons drowned tenced for life at Liverpool.
boom at tho close of operations8,770,427 foot.
the caving in of a mine.
fifty
.
lit New Bedford, Mass., and seven at San
11. Burning of tho Kimball house, tho
27. Wreck of a steamer near Swansea,
15. Destructive storm on the Chesapeake There is still back in tho river, mostly In tho
Francisco,by tho upsettingof boats.
largest hotel in the South, at Atlanta.
Wales; nineteen lives lost.
Bay; many lives lost.
27. Michael Fagin septeucedto death at
West branch, about 8,000,000 feet. Tho record
12. Twelve men acoMentolly killed in a rail
28. A caving mine at Bucksville, Pa., Dublin. CongressmanPbil Thompson kills
17. Eight lives sacrificed In a railway acciroad tunnel in
,
of this stream Is as follows;
kills five laborers: A hew cabinet formed in
dent at Streator,
.
Walter Bavis at Harrodsburg,Ky.
13. Suicide of the wifje of Senator Allison, of
Feet.
France.
18. Lynching of Jacob Nelling at Oxford,
MAY.
Iowa. The Mayor and other officials indicted Ind., for the murder of Ada Atkinson.
....... .. 70,274,295
29. A family of nine persons in Laurcris
1867.,... ....... 23,911,687
1. Four men killed In a riot at Marshall,
.........
72,412,114
at
Baltimore
fbr
malfeasance.
...........48,044,946
county, 8. C., eat a gposo th|t tyid been bit19. Loss of tho bark Plorroanden, with
Tex.
15. Twenty men klllqd by a mine accident eleven of her crew, off Halifax, Nova Scotia,
............ 55,849,9811879 .........82 ,W A), 000
ten by a mad do|,;apd til of thym dle of hy2. Acquittalof Fltz Harris, the fifth man
.........79,314,651
............
80,427,714
at Cornwall,England.
drophobia.' Five negroes drowned while tryand of the steamers Condor and Hymethus,
02,856,000
tried at Dublin for tho murder of Lord Cav17. Seven persons killed by a railway col- In the English channel, forty people going 1871 ............ 65,823,0131881
ing to cross Georgia river. A hurricane at
1882...... ... 115,891,000
1872 ......... ...61,000,000
lision at Lexington, Ky.
Denver, Col., destroys $200,000 worth of prop- endish.
down.
A
hurricane
on
the
Newfoundland
............ 80,872,607
1883 ......... 106,097,431
8. Four people run over and killed by a
18. End of the Ipng strike of the telegraph coast wrecks many vessels and causes groat
erty. The steamer Black Watch lost on the train at Gowan, Mich. Seven men killed by a
............
* .
Welsh coast; twenty-six persons drowned. mine accident at New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. operators.
............ 92,128,200Total ...... 1,238,781,683
loss of
, ,
j
21. A tornado kills upward of forty people
30. Etebt men killed by snow-slidesin Colo21. Ex-Senator Sponcer arrested in Nevada 1876 ........... 61,000,000
Seventy Chinamen drowned by the -wre skint and destroys a Vast amount of property In
rado.'- Seven men killed by a fire- works exploand taken to Washington. Disastrous rainThere were rafted and delivered from Cass
of the steamer Qrappler ot*the Paodfio Ooast.
md about Rochester,Minn. Opening of the storms in Indiana,Illinois,and Missouri. A
sion at Arnccamcca,Mexico.
6. Moody anfl Bankny return from Europe.
river
during the season 13,191,419 feet. Tho
Knights Templar triennialoonolavo at San cyclone in Missouri and Arkansaskills sov31. Four childrenburned to death at DasBattle between Mexican troops and Apache
Franoisoo.
record of this stream Is os follows:
•el, Minn. Discoveryof a defalcation of
Indians, In Mexico.
22. Nows of a fearful massacre of Indians ei?].PJaoob D. Crouch, a millionaire farmer,
1250,000 by the Alabama state Treasurer.
Fret.
Feet.
Year.
7. Arthur Sullivan, author of “Pinafore,”
by Chilians In Porn. Completion of track- and three other persons murdered near Jack- 1866.
Steamer Ansdnia lost on the coast of Tripoli;
.000 1876. ..........16,000,000
made a
i £,
laying on the Northern Pacific railroad.
nftwo mt. ;!!!'.!!!!.
twenty people drowned.
son, Mich. Intelligonooof the massacre of 1866
11. Suicide of Amaia Stone, the wealthiest
6,600,000
16. Five men perish In a burning building Hicks Pasha’s Egyptian army, In the Soudan. 1867 ...........74,043,3001878.
FEBRUARY.
man in Cleveland,Ohio.
•
at Boston. Eighteen sailors drowned by a MinisterLowell chosen rector of St. Andrew’s 186&
83,740,8541870 ...........11,108,000
1. A panic in a woolen factory at Bombay
18. Destructive tornado in Missouri. Bo71,075,970188a .......... 5,481,300
collisionIn the Englishchannel.
1869
• results in thedeath of thirty people.- ”
academy, in Scotland.
nanza Fair, the Nevada Senator, divorced
1870. ..........60,942,2331B8L ..........12.918,730
27. News of the death of the Queen of
2. The steamer Tacoma Ibst on the Oregon
24. Butchery of the Ruddy family of four
from his
1871 ...........55,841.6181882. .......... 5,000,000
Madagascar.
ooast; twelve people drowned. The steampersons at Laconia, N. H. Train-robbery 1871 ..........99.113,9151883.
13,191,410
14, Joe Brady, one of the Phcenix Park
28, 29,
28,
29, 80.
30. Volcanic eruptions in the Island I
N. M. Sergt. Mown, the
ship James Gray founders on ‘the English
..... ..... 100,458.140
murderers, hanged at
,
of
Java cause frightful destruction of would.be 8iayer of Quiteau, pardonedby tho
ooast ; twenty-four lives
/
.......
40,000,268 Total ....... 848,192,548
16. Fitz Harris, tho cab-driver,convictedat
life and property; upward of 100,000people
8. Disastrous floods throughout the Middle
...........66,003,470
Dublin. Meeting at Washington of the So- killed.
States. Nows of the lynchingof ton men in
25. Sinking of the f steamer Rome and
The Au Gres Boom company rafted and
of the Army of the Potomac. Congress31. The Czar of Russia visits the King of
Montana Territory. Failure of the Union ciety
man Philip Thompson acquitted at Harrods- Denmark. The steamship Ludwig, from drowning of twenty people in Lake Geneva, deliveredfrom Au Gres river the past season
Iron and Steel company at Chicago.
Switzerland.
.
burg, Ky. A series of cyclones in Illinois
Antwerp for Montreal, with seventy people
4. Thirty-two lives lost by the sinking of
20. Celebrationin New York of the centen- 95,068,270feet of logs. The record of this
and Wisconsin kills upward of seventy peothe steamer Kenmore Castle, in the Bay of ple and destroys much property.Daniel on board, given up as lost.
nial anniversary of the evacuation of that stream Is as follows:
Biscay.
SEPTEMBER.
city by tho British. Loss of the stoartier
Curley,one of tho Phoenix Park assassins,
Feet.
Feet
Capt. “Oklahoma" Payne and his follow2. Six persons killed by a boiler explosion Eclipse, on Lake Ontario; eighteen people 1867-8. ........ 18,000,0001877 ...........30,045,493
hanged at Dublin. Steamer Granite State
ers arrested In the Indian Territory.
.
..... ! 22,000,0001878 ...........57,240,750
burned on the Connecticut river; five Uves at Franklin,Dakota.
8. A steamer wrecked off Harwich, Eng.,
30. Bloody fight between burglars and
...........36,091,6851879 ...........70,846,786
3. A single highwayman robs the passen,
and all on board, twenty-sixin number, lost.
...........31,125,0001880 .......... . 96,719,614
officers at Shelby, Ohio. Mrs. Rlall, of Bal19. Carey, the informer, turned loose at gers on a Utah railway train. A priest and
...........23,870,7421881 ...........83,116,000
9. Seven men killed by a boiler explosion
six of bis congregation killed by a thunder- timore, kills her two childrenand commits
‘
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Year.
1877

1878
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.

•

Knight.

.

wife.

lost.

'
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•

life.
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1873

„

68,687,083

1874

1875

Year.

wwoo

.

,
Dublin.

^

.

;

1873

1874

|

1875

truzeriauu. _

,

lost.

A

ihibUn.
Heavy

t

drowned.

.

t

.

Year.

.

Year.

1870

l

1871

1872

^

at Taylorville, 111.
20.
gale on the Northern lakes; many
10. Brig Zion lost in the Atlantic;ton peovessels wrecked, with considerableloss of life.
ple drowned. Five , lives lost by the burning
22. The Czar .enters Moscow with great
of the steamer Gem, on the Oregon coast.

bolt in a

church at Lagos, Mexico. Eleven

--

..........62,821.2361882. .......... V5,247.J«4
...........38,728,6881883 ...........96,068,276

1873.

suicide.

DECEMBER.
working girls burned to death in a factoryas
...........10,948,6201
Cincinnati. Over forty people killed by a 1. Patrick O’Donnell, the slayer of In...........49/229,4721 Total ....... 82U7I.336
former
Carey,
convicted
and
sentenced
to
railway train near Berlin, Germany.
,
The Oscoda Boom Company handled from
The authors of the Phoenix Park (Dublin)
28. The ceremonyof blessing tho Russian
4. King Alfonzo Issues a proclamation death at London.
murders brought to light.
2. Eighteenpeople killed in a railway col- Au Sable river this season 218,000,000 feet of
restoring the constitutionalguaranteesin
Imperial flag performed at Moscow.
If. Fourteen fishermen drowned at Yarlision
In France.
logs. Tho record of this stream for a series
24. Opening of the great East River bridge. Spain.
mouth, Eng.3. Meeting of Congress at Washington.
7. President Arthur returns to Washington
of years is as follows:
JUNK.
18-15. Floods cause great destruction of
4. Loss of the steamer Princess Louise and
2. Destructivecyclone at Greenville, after an extended trip to tho far West. Ac- nine of her crow, on the coast of NewfoundFeet
Feet
property alortg the Ohio river,
quittal of Frank James, the Missouri outlaw.
1867 ...........48,000,0001877 ...........60*00,000
16. A mine flooded by a cave-ln at Braid- Texas. Thomas Caffrey, the fourth of the
8.
Formal
opening
of
the
Northern
Pacific
...........34,102,841! 1878. .......... OS.O'XUXW
wood, 111., causing the drowning of eighty Phcenix park conspirators,hanged in Dublin.
^ 5.d Attemptedtrain robbery near Memphis,
railroad.
...........44,500,0001879
........... 118,000,000
colliers,Four children burned to death at Hoaly and Davitt released from imprisonment
9. Sale of tho Horace Greeley farm at ^Ccnn*
1870. ..........60,000,0001880. .......... 138,000,000
in Ireland. _
Brackett, Texas.
6. Dynamite explosion in Toronto, Canada.
187L ..........52,000,0001881 ........... 160,232,347
6. DemocraticState conventionof Iowa. Chappaqua, N. Y.
17. Dr. Hugh Glenn, the largest farmer In
Loss of a pilot boat and ton persons in New 1872. .......... 106,000,0001881 .......... 200,360,300
11. Serious riots at Canton, China.
Republican
State
convention
of
Ohio.
the world, murderedIn California.
1873 ...........96,148,0001883. .......... 218,000,000
A
„
12. Oklahoma Payne again arrestedIn the York
7. Lynching bee at Waverly, Iowa.
19. A panic in a Catholic school In Now
7. Earthquake* shock in Arkansas. Four 1874. .......... 52,000,000
Indian Territory.
8.
One
hundred
and
fifty
people
killed
by
York, results in the death of 19 children.
...........66,000,000 Total. ...1,542,793,588
18. News of the disaster to tho Greeley men lynched in Brown county, Neb. Nows
...........47,160,000
20. Fourteen sailors drowned by a collision powder explosionat Scutari, Albania.
of the loss of seventy sailorsbelonging to
Arctic
search
expedition.
Twelve
people
9. Timothy Kelly hanged at Dublin for the
on the Scotch coast Dorman B. Eaton, John
The aggregate quantity of logs handled on
the Gloucester (Mass.) fishing fleet.
drowned
by
the
sinking
of
a
Norwegian
ship
M. Gregory and L.D. Tboman appointed Civil murder of Lord Cavendiab. Suleiman Daoud
8. Four Mexicans lynched at Fort Davis, tho foregoing streams during the season of
in the English Channel. Celebration in
executed at Alexandria.
Service Comroissionera.
Tox
Germany
of
Martin
Luther’s
400th
birthday.
10. Five men killed by a boiler exploslonat
21. Jules Ferry organizesa now ministry
12. Meeting at Washington of the National 1883 was as follows: 15. Prof. Swift, of Rochester,disco vers the
In France, li. 8. steamer Ashuelot sunk off College Point, L. I.
Republican
committee.
11. Five persons drowned at Benjamin. new comet.
Hongkong and eleven of the crew drowned.
Tittabawassee..................
9. Bteambarge Enterprise and eight per
16. The seventy-thirdanniversary of MexiUtah,
by
the
capsizing
of
a
boat
Violent
An Sable .....
...........
Germany prohibits the importationof Amercan independencecelebrated In the City of sons lost on Lake Huron.
storms
in
Iowa
and
Wisconsin.
Gen.
Crook
12’SE’Si
ican pork. Perry H. Smith, a Chicago mill11. An oyster sloop and ten men lost in Rifle river .............. .............
Mexico.
returns to Arizona from a successful Indian
ionaire, adjudged insane.
< M1 . Cass river. .'.Um ......
17. Yellow fever epidemic in Mexican Chesapeake
•••••
18,191410
24. The freight steamer Glamorgan lost in hunt in Mexico.
12. Meeting of the State granges In Michi- Smaller streams (not reported):.... 50,000, ow
13. N.'L. Dukes killed by young Mutt at cities. Bark Britannia lost near Halifax, gan, Indiana,Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania.
the Atlantic;eight persons drowned.
N. 8. ;'twelve people drowned.
28. Three children burned to death at Mon- Unolntqnp,Pa. Greenback conventionin
~ Totals. ....... ; ................. 952,347,117
18. King Koffee defeated In Ashantee after France decides to make war on China.
Ohio.
Arguments
concluded
In
tho
startague, Midh.
13. News of tha murder of the King of Ana bloody battle.
route
trial;
the
Jury
render
a
verdict
of
acMARCH.
19. Great weavers’strike at Ashton, En nam. Defeat of the Falre Prophet’s forces Total 1882 ...... ....................
.
1. Jim Elliott; the prize-fighter, killed at quittal. •
Total, lMl..t..'..i....»
..... .........Hi
7
gland. National convention of postal rtil- at Suaklm, in the Soudan. a
14.
The
dyugmite
conspirators,
Gallagher
L_ ____ Chicago by Jerry Dunn. The long Senatorial
14. Bloody political riot In Net Orlpans.
wav clerk* at St. Paul. Hurricaneto Baand
others,
convicted
and
sentenced
at
Loncontest ended in Michigan by -the election of
The aggrtffftte quantity handled In tbeee
17. Patrick O’Donnell the slayer Of the
hama islands; many vessels wrecked and
Thos. W. Calmer. Marriage at Washington,
informer Carey, hanged In Ixradon.
streams
of which there Is any record makes
sixty-five
people
drowned.
d°15. The high lioenso liquor law parses tho
gf Senator Tabor, of Colorado.
10. Sarah Bernhardt creates a sensationIq
the following enormous total:
i;3. Steatder Yazoo sinks in the Lower Mis- lUinois Legislature.
Paris by horsewhipping Mile. Oolombler. ,
_______ _______ ^
16. Meeting of the Ohio Prohibition con- by fl ___
sissippi;-11 -lives
. .
20. News of assault and capture of Sontay,
Taylor unveHed at Louisville,Ky. Seven
veutlooGreat
excitement
on
the
Chicago
Tittabawassee ......................6,750^1,791
4. The Rlddleberger law declared unconstipersons killed by a boiler explosion at Pitts- In Tonquin, by the French.
Bifle ............
1,238,181682
Board
of
Trade,
caused
by
the
failure
of
tutional by the Virginia Legislature, vnttbd
21. Bloody riot In the City of Mexico, caused
burgh.
An Sable ......... .......... .........
Peter
.
States Treasurer Gllflllanresigns.
by
the introductionof the nickel coin.
21. Return to Sweden of Nordenskjold, the
An Gres .»..•• •%••••• y ••••••.*•
11, DedtruCtlvejrain and wind storms In
, 7. Traill robbery near Fort Smith Arif.
23. A family of six pessons drowned while
Arctic explorer. Lord Chief Justice Cole-**
trying
to
cross
a
stream
in
I/>gan
couaty,
ridge, of England, banqueted at Chicago.
Grand
. .11201,660.84*
22. France torn up over the Chinese quesIsbed in Novia
A24! Lynching of
Several .smaller streams will Increase the
u* throe
w»»w men atMcDade,Tox..
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NOTICE.

HOLLAND CIT7 NBV73.
WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

After baving completed our repairs and

changes we are

now

prepared

5, 1884.

isfaction, we guarautee

to furnish

New

contents a brilliantlist of contributors.
Louisa M. Alcott begins her promised se-

ago. The

vests

with

ber

a

BECKER &BEUKE\f

Oriig-s
CLOSING OUT

A.

WHITER GOODS
|

life, entitled “Christmas

UNDERWEAR,

1 Sir

Urgan,” by E. Vinton Blake, a

Low Prices as any Dealer in

and are agents

entirely# new

and

all other

will

throughoutthe year,

Nicholas Almanac, which
you

is

the St.

the more important phenomena of our
earth’s relationsto the

aod allegory relating to the various

months and seasons.

customers

be for sale at a

first-class

Meat

Market, and hope that the

the Services for

To-morrow.
Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

gether with

many new

and

ra. Sunday School

2 p.

8

on Wednesday

7:80 p.

llmi

ra.

tin finest Drill Bstfis tliiBarkel

exerutlon.”Afternoon, “Enoch’s walk
with

L. C.

God.”

Holland, Jan.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10.80 a.m., and :30 p.m. Preaching by

SEARS,

3,

’84.

^

GREAT

7

tbe Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects: : Morning, “First anniversary
sermon.” Evening, “Thoughts on \he
opening year.” Congregational singing
led by the chorus choir. Anthems morn-

BANKRUPT SALE!
At Beemaa’a

ing and evening. All are welcomo.

Third Reformed
1:80

p.m.

Store, opposite the

Ofioe,

Rev.

Church—

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9

Poet

WMUwii, KiotL

D*

The

Soaday School at 8:15 p.m.

greatest bargains of

a

new and living way.”
First Cbnrcb,

Shawls* Cloaks.
Sheeting. Muslin. Calico.
Table Linen. Underwear.

Rev. E. Boa, Pastor.— Gloves.

a.

day school

8:15.

at

Mittens* Hoods*

Nu-

Lace Goods and NoWednesday evening, tions. Dolls and Albums.

m., and 1:80 p.

Services at 9

m.

Sun-

explication of the Bible at 7 p.m. Subjects:
Morning, “Tbe killing letter and tbe life
giving Spirit.”Afternoon, “Christ’s ascension.”

Dec. 12, 1888.

MANHOOD
BOW 11SI! BOW

BSSTOBED

!

I

CULVER-

WELL'd
CELEBRATED ESSAY on the radical
,6 CELEB
cure of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal losaes, Irapotency, Mental
and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Mar
riage,etc.; also Consumption,Epilepsy, and Fits,
Induced by self-indulgence,or sexual extravagance
Ac.
The celebrated anthor. In this admirable essay,
clearlydemonstratesfrom a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
Self-abuse may be radicallycured ; pointing ou» a
mode ofeure at once simple,certain, and effectual, bv means of which every sufTrer, no matter
what his conditionmay be, may cure himself

Cutlery, all
kinds of Tinware. Glassware. Crookery Silverware
©to.. OtO. We quote a few prices to

The above Instance

Methodist Episcopal Chnrch— Rev. T. T.
Geor re, Pastor. Services at 10 AO a. m.,

and*7:3)p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Pmier meetiDg,,Xbursday
evening at 7 :30.
flabjids: Morning, “Spare another year.”
Ef‘ niog, “Life’*step# are never retraced."
All the aeata are free.

John Fitzgkrald,the dry good mer«Unt of Grand Rapids, hu become vioeatly insane.

BnlBiiA'i Musical World.

Tbe Holiday number
World

is fall of

traits of

the Musical

of

good things. Fine por-

Franz Abt, Joachim, (tbe greatest

Jiving violinist), Berlioz,and some beauti-

ful full-page engravings, are

among the

illnstrationa,while the biographiesand
general miscellany are interesting to all

readers.

Tbe news

but one of the

is

many

•Dealer io-

Jewelry, Watches,

DIAMONDS,
Silnmn, Mian, ui Fucj

sonable Prices,

The largestassortment of

DIAMOND

cheaply, privately, and radically.

tVThie Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelops, to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps. Address

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
I

a slight idea, of

R

I

N O S

also keep on hand a large assortment of

SPECTACLES
—and a—

and

bowels, and thereby enables the system to
resist and overoome the attacks of all Scrqfwunit Diteases, Eruptionsof the Skin, She%matism. Catarrh,Qemeral Debility, and all
disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of tbe system.

FULL LINE OK GOLD PENS.
All the
to be

PREPARED BY
Dr. J.C. Ayer

Goods are warranted
just as represented.

&Co., Lowell, Matt.

Come and examine our stock. N

Sold by all Druggists ;^p rice fl, six bottles

trouble to

show Goods.

Holland.

Jf ich.,

O.

AYER'S

HARDWARE!

Jan.

1,

BREYMAN.
1882. 48-lr

CATHARTIC

I

|
Best Purgative Medicine
PILLS.

sure Constipation. IndifestiM, Headache,and
all BuiemuMsordsrR
AoUovuryvtaare, Always ml

what to expect:

Blotched Mntlln, Lonsdale finish, 6c; Heavy
Brown Sheeting, yard wlde,4Xc; Good Calico, 8c;
Crash (linen) 8 to fc per yard ; Oeat’s Underwear,
19, 25, 85 and 43c, worth doable; White and CoL
ored Table Linen, 25c; Beat Bed Table Linen. 89c;
Beat Table Uil Cloth, 25c; beet Wool Socks, 19c;
best Thread, 4c; beat Yarn, all colon, 5c aktin;
fifty kinds dreae battona 9#c per doxen; waterproof Cloaks, #100; fifty styles Cloaks and Shawls
at half price; four-blade, pearl handle Pocket
Knives, 85c; six kinds best Bason, 78c; Clothes
Pins ic per dosen; ChoppingBowls, 5c; silver
pitted Shears, 2tfc; metal Hair Brushes, 20c; best
Bnck Olovee, 76c per pair; plated Table Castors.
Pickle Castors, Butter Dishes, $1.00 each; plated
Knives and forks.$1.00 per set; large Glass Pitchers, 25c; Lamp Chimneys, 8c; good Letter Paper,
Sc per quire; beat Wash Bowls and Pitchen,89c;
Caps and Sancen 89c per set; two-quartcovered
Palls, 8c; ten quart Pails, 25c; large Coffee Pots,
12c: Dish Pans, 20 and 253; Stew Pans, 10, 15, 20,

I

ever displayed In this City.

cleanses,enriches, and strengthens tbe blood,
stimulates the action of the stomach

a week at home, 15.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capitalnot required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, yonng or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. 11allht A Co., Poriland, Maine.

M.

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

the perfect adaptability of Ayrr’b Sarsaparilla to the cure of all diseases arising
from impure or impoverished blood, and a
weakened vitality.

.

Holland Christian Ref. Chnrch— Rev.
J. A. De Bruya, Pastor. Services at 9:30
give you
a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m.

BANOS,

l<Mj-

Otto Breymari

bias.

Hardware and

<*

wanted for Th& Lives of all the
Presidentsof tbe U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. Tbe fastestselling book in America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful ageut.
Terms free. Uallkt Boor Ca., Portland, Maine.

constantly coming to our notice, which prove

life time,

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. consisting of
Subjects: Morning, “Winter.” Afternoon, “Entering into the Holiest by a

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

The Culverwell Medical Co.,

m., and

a.

©s

i

always oft band.

Jnet publUhed,a new editkn of DR.

GIVE ME A CALL!

Subjects: Morning, “John the Baptist's

ooer

Gt-r

Last winter 1 was troubled with a most
uncomfortable Itching humor affecting
more especially my limbs, which itched so
intolerably at night, and burned so Intensely, that 1 could scarcely bear any clothing
over them. 1 was also a sufferer from a
severe catarrh aud catarrhal cough; my
appetite was poor, and my system a good
deal run down. Knowing the value of
Ayrr’s Sarsaparilla,by observationof
many other cases, and from personal use
in former years, I began taking it for the
above-nameddisorders. My appetite Improved almost from the first dose. After
a short time the fever and itching were
allayed, and all signs of irritation of the
skin disappeared. My catarrh aud cough
were also cured by the same means, aud
my general health greatly Improved, until
it is now excellent.1 feel a hundred per
cent stronger, aud I attribute these results
to the use of tbe Sarsaparilla,which
1 recommend with all confidenceas the
best blood medicine ever devised. I took
it in small doses three times a day, and
used, In all, less than two bottles. 1 place
these facts at your service, hoping their
publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.”

ones,

will award a share of their

:

78 K. 54<A St., New York, May 16, 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer A Co.. Gentlemen :

of

frif>h stock

Holland, Mich.,

Reformed

Church, on Thursday, at 7:30, and Bible

as follows

Knitting Yarns.
A

to-

:39. Weekly patronage to me.

prayer meeting with the Third

Eiposilion

German

for-

Btettens,Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. in.,

1888.

“

with everything that ought to

mer patrons of my market,

Church Items with
First

my

10th,

The Rev. Z. P. Wilda, well-known dt^
missionaryIn New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wilds, of the
MassachusettsSupreme Court, writes

all

heavenly bodies;

in addition, some entertaining bits of fun,
fable,

times supply

Sherwln Williams Prepared Paints,

for the

EXPERIENCE.

Astonish

-A full line of-

to at

I shall endeavor

will give to

and popular foim,

ig folks, in simple

market affords.

also carry a full stock of

Rev. Father Wilds' AGENTS

Winter Goods

you all

them with the choicest meats

number and that the

feature, inaugurated in this
to continue

wish in

the State.

KBEMERS

Holland, Mich., Oct.

mediaeval poem, with spirited illustrations

by Alfred Kappes. An

may

BRUSHES, PAINTS. OILS. AND VARNISHES,

BLANKETS,
HOODS,

am prepared to furnish At Prices that

that I

you

Bring your Physician'sPrescriptionsto us if you wish to have them prepared
promptly aud carefully and at moderate prices.

ill)

la the Pink Boarding-house.” Among
the poems are h fable in verse by Joel
Having bought out the
Benton; some jolly New Year’s verses by
Helen Gray Cone, with pictures by A. butcher shop and business of
Brennan, who also illustratesa quaint litMr. J. Kuite, I desire to intle verse of.bis own, entitled “Lucy Lee
from High Dundee”; and “The Ballad of form the people of this city
Goo

article

edioin.es

IkT

and

We

num-

complete and timely story of

Colorado mining

you wllk any

—ail their—

$cut ^dmtteements.

by Mary

frontispiece is

Hallock Foote, and H. H. opens the

furnisli

the line of

in the

ries of “Spinning-wheel Stories” with a
sketch of the “good old times” of seventy

EIGHTH STREET,

-ARB-

flour, City Mills.”

47tf.

& B^isras,
Opposite Van Raaltc’s shoe store, will

to be the best

it

market. Every
Nicholm for Jaou«ry makes iu sack we will warrant, if put up in our own
Year’s call with a bright table of Backs and branded “PURITY, new process
and purest ever pul

f-.tiftW

Van Patten & Sons,

flour to the public that will give entire sal

Saiukday, January
6t.

G.

.

labia.

APRffiSSsS®

to more money right sway
than anything slse is thia world. All, of eHhSr
sex, succeed from first hour. The bread road to
fortune opens before the workers, sbsolateiy sure.
Alfncs address, Tbub A Co., Augns'a, Malae.

YOU CANNOT

DO BBTTBB TRAN CALL

AT

L HEROLD’S
*-for your-*-

GOOD NEWS!
for

sUstthe CLOTH (NO

STORK

BOOTS & SHOES
You

of

will

always find

a

well selected fcstockof

Ladies and Gentlemens

J.

W. B0SMAN.

On account of the poor crops

this

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

year I will sell

Slippers.,

and 25c.

gossip, correspon-

dence, editorials and other articles pertaining to the musical art, are all timely

and

of value to either professionalor

THOUSANDS OF OTHER GOODS

ama-

at

EQUALLY AB CHEAP.

teur, teacher or student. The music this

month

Successor* to W. C.

a fine ballad

mas Anthem and a number of choice
piano pieces This number of tbe Worll
should l)e on every piano-forte in

We remain

Are now doing bu«lness at the • Id stand, opposite
the poet office.

but a few days.

COME AT ONCE!
as

some of Ibese Goods

the land.

very

Price, 15 cents per copy ; $1.56 per an-

.

will ail be said

out

soon. Come in the forenoon
and avoid the crowds.

We havu a

C.

medical wonder of

the

sjieedily cure Burns,
ors of
Bruises. Cuta, U'oers, Halt Rheum, Fever
of Holland, )
Pores, Cancers, Piles. Chilblains, Corns,
December 20Uv 1888!• f
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erupSealed proposals will be received by the
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
Common
Council of the City of Holland,
or money refunded. 85 cents per box. A
Michigan, until the 29ih day of January,
positivecure for piles. For sate by H.
1884, at 12 o’clock noon, for the putting
r«Lh.
iu of a system of Water Worka in and lor
the City of Holland, Michigan, lo include
tbe followioirmaterial, be the same more
or less: 1,760 leet of 8 iuch pipe, 5.610
feet of 6 iorb pipe, 15,150 feet of 4 loch
pipe, special castings, 80 bydranta with
frost pr.aif jackets, one 8-incb gate, nine
Notice L hereby given to the tax payers
6 inch gates, seventeen 4 inch galea, gate
of the City of Holland,that accordingto
boxes; also boilersand pumping machinJaw all laxea have to be collectedbefore

NOTICE.

C.

• ;

42-2w

Oil]/ Collector.

TOR SALE.
A

of

.

For further partioolare Inquire -Of
W. B. FRANKLIN,
3
Holton, MuskegeerCoiv Miob.

wk.

J.

and

7^11,. “nTd"

.ft

according to pleas and

“her

W.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

10.

BOSMAN.
1083.

86-4m.

LIVER
A

foil and

joua troubles.
VwiliVigsUMii KoWplag. Metfife AB SregildR

completeotock of

FARMING IMPLEMENTS

1883.

FALL AND

PAINTS.

OI 1.8,

CLOAKINGS AND FANCY GOODS

WHITE LEAD.

BONNETS. HATS* FEATHERS.

CARPENTEU8' TOOI.S, SASH AND

POMPONS, BIKD8* WINGS, ORNAMENTS; LACES, NECKWEAR. VELVET, SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS, CRAPE.

ETC.. ETC., ETC.

OIYS US

CALL.

Clanking, Fur Trimming. Circulars, Ulsters,Dolmans, Jackets.
InfEttis' Cloaks

Water Works.”

H. 8ipp. Citi Oterk.

treatment

..

•

:• .

j

•;

•

•

BicaWTM •TKBWT.

m

m

V

m*.
yjk:
•

'I..;>

WINTER. 1884.

COPPKK, TIN, AN I) 1KONWAKK.

..Y

Gko

nils

Secure Healthy
action to tha Li rtf
nd relieve RlihU*

specifications

reserves the

April A, 1888.

ram

1884.
Proposals to be addressed to the City
Clerk of the City of Holland, Michigan,

The Common Council

B.HKKOLD,
Holland,Mich.,

wisnmi

.!X

which can be seen at the City Clerk’s office on and after tbe 5th day of January,

EIGHTH STREET.

THE TIME FOB GOOD BARGAINS

the lateat and best designs.

GLASS,
Ia«

parcel of improved land in Muskegon
• ranty, six mSeefrom Muskegon city, aod
three miles and one-hall from Lake Mich- endorsed “Proposals for

fan.

IS

Cooking Stove*

lU.Usd.ror K.6ru*ry wul tluUbe Urn.

extended.
LANDAAL,

CALL AND SEE US
NO. 46,

NOW

Water Works.
Cm

Additional jXoral

be

wm*

and very fine assortment of

Office Stoves,

To Builders and Contract-

world. Warranted to

large

Manager.

48-2t

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

TParv OclsIx.

DeRUYTER.

Bucklen’a Arnica Salve.
greatest

giving an extra discount to all

Parlor deal Staves,

8. Braioard'a Sons, 136 Slate street

Chicago, ill.

The

REDUCED PRICES!

by Knowles, a charac-

teristicsongbyGus Williams, a Christ-

num.

MRLIS.

consists of a choice sew song by

Rosabel— “You’ll Sometimes Think of

Me;”

greatly

*

and Clotblnf

a Specialty.

<

Ooit Oily Collectorlias a notice in this

JOniNGS.
Lkaves are turnioe—

Thk board
Monday.

issue. Read

O. J.

VAN

DURKN, W. VAN DKR VEERB.

“Well, how

larger “run”

on new

year cards this year than ever before.
-

Orb week from next Monday,

Jan. 14,

the Annnal rental of pews will take place

Rrhbmbbr “Uncle Tom's

do you like this weather

was the familier question asked this week. "Life among the lowly”

Meat Market,

Oily

Cabin’’ or

Mr. and

Mr. Yates and wile, of Grand Rapids,'

New

spent

Patrick McPhillips,who so fouly
murdered Gerrit Timmer, will have bis

Dr. 0. E. Yates of this City.

insanity.

J

boom

thing in the line of a

President. It is

a

for

Skirts, Hosiery,

latest

Haviog

Ben Butler

very creditable

A rniE Brass Band and Orchestra ac*
Last Saturday and Sunday the pros- companies the “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” Com- document all things considered.
pects for a thaw were very favorable. pany that is to appear at Lyceum Hall
List of letters remaining in the Post
How are the prospects now?
next Monday evening.
Office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 8rd. 1888:

In

re-opened the “OltyMeat Market*

lately

the First Ward,

party of Miss Rosa Doyle on last

evening unite in saying'that

it

Monday

was

receive the nomination of the Demo-/
Greenback party

We

very

a

for

Governor.

'

learn that in Spring Lake the year

opened propitiously. Ou Tuesday last

pleasant affair.

Mrs. Florain Klassweln, of that place, be-

Rtbhtbodt

in this locality from the

boys who goi arrested to the poet who got
his

poem

in

the papers got something

We

Intend to keep onr market anpplled with the

best and choicest meats that can be procured.

Mother and babies were doing well

at last

to be exhibited in this country next sum-

- .....

The

“Con.”
—

reserved seal diagram for the plied

Tom” entertainmentwill be open
Monday at Breyman's store. It

costs

no more

than

it

to secure the seats you

want

does to purchase at the Hall and

mo the

Last Tuesday between twenty-fiveand

mer.

—

risk of being obliged to take an

Hope Reformed Church to offer their New
Year greeting to Rev. and Mrs. T. W.

that Another new year

the thing to do

last us till the

The many
ters

friends of Miss Jennie Ran-

spent a pleasant evening

dence of her father, Mr.
iast

is

to

is

R

at

for the job

We have

an

Ueedie Gas Lamp.
and can assure our patrotti that the Latdpnr
baaed of n§, in perfectlypure and of Ane qoillty.

G.J.VAN 3URKK AGO.
Holland. Mich., Feb. 15,
t-

1888.

artist has ap-

|

the real- such
____________
r_.r _______
_____ binding
_______
a serious purpose
that their

Kanters,

on

any temptatheir strength impaired by any

'force will not be broken by

say- tion or

ing that they had an enjoyable time.

Md.

It is

brim foil of useful

in

WheeierA Wilson, Singer,

our drug stores.

and the White,

Vick’s

Floral Guide

pearanceou our table.

has made its apIt is brighter

King ^[d all Sewllr^i Machines

lapse of time.

and

is

filled with just such

informa-

*

for this city are all

charge of this work we gather the follow-

““

evening, the truly pious and highly
accomplished long timer, Dannie Van

Wagoner, presented the warden a hand-

is claimed is the prisoner who escaped from the
however, that there U gravel at that depth House of Correction at* Ionia last year,
Mr. L T. Kanters has purchased all
and wm captured at this place while enat this location and as soon as the weather
the interest of M. W. Palmer to the
will permit investigations will be pushed quiring for a package ol money at our
Palmer Wiqd Mill and will hereafter run
express office.
further.
taxes uncollected.

and very quick at that. It

Pease,

alarmed and ran into the woods.

Some

s rope and were for
if he had succeeded io

of the citizensgot

All those who have never seen the pity
hanging him, and
of "Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” and those that
wish, to see it again, will probably not

here then

is

have

than will be offered

company which

said lo be one ot the

architecturalbeauty,conveDlence
and
fort,

and a monument

com-

prise and determinationof the steady

ing, honest, Christian Hollanders of our

been strung up.

community. Give us

plenty

of

Please sail, examine goods, and ascertain prices

!has Just been replenished with s flue line of

terms before purchasing elsewhere.

OKO.T. MoULURR,

17-D

Cor. of Eleventhand River streets,

Reformed church, and nothing

this

Company to cut down expenses.
For some time there hM been but little
shipping on the road, owing to tne .de-

inithe way of our success and prosperity.’

Last Friday evening an informal meet-, pressed conditionof the lumber market,

Is

a

shall

common practice when

of "blizzards”

to say

which we

Holland Mich

sell st

Etc., Etc

greatly reducedprice*.

QIROCEIWmS
KANTERS l SOUS.

We

keen a full line of Groceriesand Provteioat
and deliver all ordera for same free of charge.
I

GIVE US A CALL.
dealers’ in

KEYSTONE

STOVES,

DRESSING.

HARDWARE

_

PLANIMMILL!
MATCHING.

RE-SAWING

Mid

ETC,

DOME OH SHOUT NOTICE.

T

DRESSINB BT CAB LOAD
call the atteotioo of all to the

Dressed

Mm

Considerablrexcitement wm crested churches; plenty of such church services
in railroad circles on iMt Tuesday over sad plenty of meo like the members of the

It

Dress-Goods, Flannels,

A SPECIALTY
Always mi Kiwi.

LwWr

such

the steps taken by the Chicago ft West

House, Grand Rapids.

Onr slock of

onGrAJxrs DRY GOODS

go-

violatingthe girl he would assuredly have

Mich. R’y

sold at very low pricea.

of the thrift, enter-

best traveling.They played

two nights
week at Redmond’s Grand Opera

large and very fine stock ot

Toys,

-

wm

\

a

& Fallow,

ifirst-

and stifled her cries with his handkerchief, tory, instruction and simple logical reacIsm butcherX He will keep the choicest however, she made a vigorous resistance,
soning. The music by the choir wu very
meats and will \ndeavor to please all who and a little girl who
with her set up excellent and fine, while the edificeItaelf,
give him a call\ Don’t* fait to raid his such au outcry that Jacobs became
In its completion,la a fine expositionof

is to bn

)

which they haveinst welted, and which wilt be

Tailor

In a dispatch to the Detroit Evening The following from the Coopersville R.
business for all that there la In it. Mr, News dated, Saufatuck, Jan. 1, 1884, we Observer, iu regard to the dedication of the
Palmer Intends to make Nebruka his find the following: "A young man named Reformed Church of that village will be
Russell Jacobs hM been arrested chsrged of interestto many of our readers: "The
future home.
with an attempt to commit rape near Rich- Reformed church wu dedicated oo the
Mr. L. C. Bears, the gentlemenwbos mond on Friday of lut week. Jacobs
10th iusl with very imposing, instructive
purchased the. meat market of "Jake” wm at work cutting wood near the railsad iuterestiagceremonies sod services.
Kuile, hha so advertisementin fris issue. road aud met a Miss Truss u she wm goThe sermons of Revs. Broek aud Van
Mr. Beara Ws that he will \ •pddtvsr, \a ing home, v He .thfqw her to the groqnd
der Veen .were model! ol literature,ora-

a better opportunity

to

Smokers’ Sets,
and Fancy Articles.

Estey, Chase,

Kanters fill now undoubtedly push' the

ait

Krannach & Bach,

who have

~*-And the-»

-

the business connected therewith. Mr>f^

next Moodiiy night. The

For bargains in Holiday Ooods go

Weber, Fi&cher, Decker A Sod,

tszesthisyear than they were last year. then came six inches of clay, and the rest some ring ou behalf of the prisouers. and
On January 1, 1888, there wm some $3,000 of the twenty-nine feet wm quicksand —Evening New. Dannie Vao Wagoner,

advertisement.

Holiday Goods
BOOT & KRAMER,

Also agent for

beautifulcolored plates, is full of illustra-

a great deal

this public

^J^ollancLJur^

and the beet In

better than ever. The book coutaios three

tions,

paid in except $1,500. Our tax-payers log particulars:In the frg fifteen feet
sre much more prompt in psying their ootbiog wm encounteredbut course sand,

meet Ike delnandsof

WYNHOFF.

and

some of them laid they "mixed (drinks” mittee of the common council on last Rochester, N. Y.
Monday, ' The object of this was to ascerand took tea.
tain the nature of the soil, and the extent At ,he c,08e of lhe rolwtrel peiformhoco
OuR/pity Treasurer and Collector in- of the water supply. From the man inp*the Iou,i hoaw of correctionOhrlstforms us that the taxes

B.

preservationof health and of hu-

for the

A pipe was put down into the ground er, those growing plants, and every one
twenty-nine
feet on the site for the loca- needing seeds or plants. The price, only
of amusement on New Years day. They
tion
of
pumping
works for our system of 10 cents, can be deducted from first order
were everyone of them “full as a tick”—
of coffee. That Is not the wont of it, Water Works by the order of the com- sent for goods. Send to James Vick,
young men had

Ooods delivered free of charge,

Sewing Machines,
formation

tion as is required by the gsidner.the farmof our

provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

_

Monday evening. All unite in

Some

-^Dealer In-*-|

These lamps are a great im-

Charles A. Vogler Company, of Baltimore,

end of next December and

form our resolution fora better living with

McCLURE,

T.

a copy of the "St
” published by the

received

million. The almanac can be
such a procured by everyone ou applicationat
will

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

of keeping the elephant

Jacobs Oil Almanac,

upon us mor

start off with

CROCKERY
I

We make

whitewashed. / EO.

for the

Now

wealth of friendly sentiments that it

Jfcnes.

It is also said that

inferiorlocation.

thirty persons called at the parsonage of

and complete line of

always on hand.

to

Conductor on the southern division. He

—

is said, has secured

from the court of Siam a white ciephaut

Mb. C. J. Slaptbk, formerly station “Uncle
•gent at Grand Junction, is now passenger all day
a fine looking
—

Barnum, it

a girl.

reports.

full

another column.

in

P. T.

Etc., in endless variety.
A

posito the post office. They are selling
goods at very low figures. Bee advertise-

ment

White Ooods,

eltlaens

W. Busman, op-

in the building of Mr. J.

came the mother of two boys and

remember the holidays by.

makes

we kindly Invite the

of Una city to giya ns a “call.”

\ H.G. Barker.
Hate you made many new resolutions
A little paper, U0ur Yankee Dutch
Wm. Vbkbeek, P. M.
for the new year, and how long do you published at Grand Rapids, thinks tbatV^
suppose you will stick to them?
Renator John Roost, of this city, ought to I A “Great Bankrupt Sale" is in progress
attended the

& CO., Prop's

Dress Ooods, Table Linens,

Folfcr Columbia's Paper is the
for

VAN DUREN

Years day with their brother

week.

lawyer put in a plea of

Dry Ooods
* Gwce™».
at the store of

B. WYNHOFF,

Mrs. Eliuon Cook, of Hesperia,

visited their many friends In this city this

going on In the stock of

Lyceum Hall

at

on next Monday evening.

Hope Reformed Church.

The young people who

Genuine Cyclone
la

meet next

Thk Spring term of our Public School
commenceson Monday next.

in

that thr ice crop will be a

There is a farm for sale in Muskegon
Why is a loaf of bread like the sun?
county. See notice iu another column. Because its light w hen it rises.

-over.

of Supervisors will

The News had a

Chances are

plentifulone this bchri n.

it.

bj Itlifki fwaptlj Attniii

to.

Mill opposite Freight depot, Hoiland, Mloh,
• J. R. KLEYN,

stand

FOB

speaking

BotLAMP, Mich., Nov.

_

M,

1888.

that "it is the moet

Now

4Mf.

the chance

is
It bears the old reliable name, but is
Council wm held in and it has beeo evident that some such
cality,” but we can say, without iear of
the Council Rooms. Mr. Walker, the en- action would be taken by the managecontradiction, that on last Tuesday night
gineer employed by the city to prrangc a ment. It was not expected, however,
commenced one of the worst, most bluster.plan aud to make specificationsfor our that there would be a “wholesale slaughing and outlandish snow storms that we
proposed Water Works, was present and ter” of the working force. It is reported
have ever experienced.8uow fell on
Our popular wsgoo manufacturer
submitted his specifications aud gave that at Muskegon some oue hundred and
Tuesday night to lhe depth of 12 or 14 in design and operation. We request the
some useful information io regard thereto. forty of the company’s employeeshave
inches and on Wednesday morning the
public to call and examine aud
The Council, at its meeting last WednesJlbeendischarged. At
____________________
f
this station twentyhigh wind which prevailed whirled the
be couvinced.
day evening, ordered the specificationsu] tour men were oidt off from the pay roll,
fallingflakes into the face of pedestrians
be printed and they will bo io the Ci&k’s leaving this statjon without any night
making it impossibleto see an object but
office next week. That the matter of hands and with but two men employed in
a few paces iu front. Business was at a
Water Works for this city will be pushed the freight house where, before the
standstilland everyone seemed to have
Offers his sopertor made wagon. Just a. cheap ••
is now quite evident. The Council have “slaughter,”some five ‘ men were emanybody .ell them In Zeeland,and claims that
only one ooject in view and that wns to
they are a
ordered the issuing of bonils-tothe amount ployed. In lhe yard, there will be no
keep warm. The trains on the Chicago
of $32,008 to pay for the improvement, night switch gang, and the night express
and West Michigan R’y were from forty
Better
in everyway,
and we feel confident that by the middle engine for Chicago,, will have to do the
minutes to two hours and a half late,
switching for that train. The railraad
of next summer a complete aud perfec.
and will not be undersold by anyoaa.
during the “blizzard,” hut are now again
adequate system will be injoporation in men of this city are of the opinion that
a perfect success
running "on lime.” Thu thermometer at square coal stove proved
* -w
this state of affairs cannot last very long,
our city.
no time registered below five degrees beas the amount ot labor to he done at this
last year and has oot beau altered.
From a circular just Issued by Geuerul station requires more men than are at low zero, and consequentlythe storm has
Manager Kimball, of the C. & W. M. present employed. We hope that all our done no damage to peach buds.
R’y, we find that the following appointAlso keeps on band a line of
large shippers, aud those that receive
ing of our

severe storm that has ever visited this lo-

Common

ENTIRELY

for

NEW

Farmers.

J. Flieman

Tie

“NEW IDEAL"

wagon

I n-

ments" were made, takeing effect Jannary

Hamilton Items,

freight io this city, will bear patiently

Enow Is about fourteenInches deep on the
with the station men until some means are ground In this locality.
devised by which they can do the business
C. H. Brownellstarted last week for New Orger Agent; I. H. Palmer; Chief Engineer,
of this station in as prompt a manner
leans pnwpecUng. He waa accompaniedby
J. W. Petheram; General Agent, West heretofore.
Charley Moore, of Donglm.
Grand Rapids, Geo. W. Dunlap, who will
Hamilton Lodoe, No. 815. 1. 0. O. F., held an
fiAmn nw *Mf
_________
•Iso have charge of train men, the disofiter supper and dance lata Tuesday evening.
Rev. and Mrs. T. W. Jones desire to Afl who wore present report haring a “boas time."
patching of trains, and distributingof
expreM their sincere thinks to the folMwsns. OoanNs k bn mi. proprietors of onr
cars between Grand Rapids and Baldwin; lowing members of their congregationfor
brickyard, are kept quite boay. From elf to fourthe
very
acceptable
and
useful
New
Year
General Agent, Muskegon,Geo. A. M*teen teams are teen making their way to their
gopn,;wbo will have charge of train men jrifta with which they were surprised last yard dally.
Tuesday judraing;' to the married ladies
Mwmii
Wa are to bare a ahtbglemill. Messrs.Woodfur «u elegant lea set, Includinc silver
Bl* Rapid. Dirbion and Hart branch, knives and forks ; to the young ladles for ruff aad Calrer, both of tbit place, will erect a mill
John B. McUne, Weqraph operator, at beautiful napkin rings nnd t New Year’s fmmedktely.W. H. Mohn has got the contract
card; and to the young men for a very for balldlaftbamill aad lor geulag it la running
hsu isome and richly ornamented banging order. The company wlU be known at the HamUlamp.
toa Shingle Os. We wUh them eaoeesswith
Hat. and Mrs. T. W. Jones.
their arw
.%
1st: General Superintendent, A. M.
Niebois; General Freight and Passen-
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in his peculiar way and so universally
>egan to think of travelingand entic- flight the runaway had hod the set of
^
ing some innocent young creature into jewels exactly imitated by a dexterous
MY O. N. MATTHEWS.
A Texas Cowboy Wants to Assist the HeroMrs. Surratt's grave is equally obdweller
in
the
Palais
Royal,
and
none
wedlock who bad never heard of the
ine in the Steamboat Scene.
scure. A ragged boxbush and a glass
but an expert could have told the difThere is a guest that I detest, forever at my ate Mrs. Frere and her sad end.
ar containing a few withered vines
It
was
in
an
interior
town,
where
the
side,
It was September, and he was at a ference. It was on the proceeds of the
Wbocllmroto me as fondly as a bridegroom to
festive cowboy “flourishetheven as a were the oaly signs shown yesterday
sale
of
the
real
stones
that,
after
her
arge country house whore there were
his
.
.
Who leers at me, who Jeers at me, and when I i number of delicious morsels in the flight, the lady and her cousin lived green-bay tree,” and has an occasional that even a memory of the unfortunate
cros* his will,
picnic when it strikes his erratic fancy, woman still survives. 4 small, plain
Who only sml es sardonically, and hugs me shape of young women ; he could not tear luxuriouslyin Paris.
that Miss Maddern held forth as Chip, loadstone, bluntly inscribed:“Mrs.
Lady
Rose
never
felt
sorry
for
the
closer still:
limself away from their captivations,
I hate him. and berate him, yet ho trudges at my
in "Fogg’s Ferry.” The play progressed, ilary E. Surratt,” is all to indicate who
yet he dared not propose to any one of late Mrs. Frere again. — London World.
without especial interest not down on bo occupant of the grave was. There
And reaches in my pockets, and revels at my hem, for his recent experiences had
the programme as being in the regular is neither date nor cause of death on
made him nervous. It was humiliating
A Brim Canadian Humorist.
1 defy him, and would fly him, but he only
order of events, until the steamboat ;he headstone,and the lot containing
to
be
rejected
by
some
girlish
creature
presses
,
The Toronto Globe gives the follow- soene in the third act, when Chip is dis- graves of other members of the family
And whispersto each wish of mine an everlast- fresh from the schoolroom, and then
ing will of the late Mr. Dunlop
covered at an old mill on the hanks of is rank with weeks and banked with
ing "No, sir."
meet her everyday; and he did not
I have chided, and derided, till I’m almost ont
“In the name of God, Amen. I, Wil- a river. She had overheard the villain’s he faded leaves of autumn. — Washingwant to go away from the house, for the
liam Dunlop, of Gairbraid, in the Town plot to blow up the steamer on which ton Post.
I’ve abused him, and misused him, but he never
girls were not unkind to him. They
ship of Colborne, and the District of U6r benefactoris bearing the papers to
If 1 smite hidMieek to spite him, why, he simply teased and pleased and flattered him.
The Rio Market.
Huron, Western Canada, Esquire, being a place of safety, by placing a torpedo
tutus, and plants
)nly ho noticed he could never be with
in sound health and my mind jnst as in the channel directly in the way of the
Worlds within themselves are the
The symbols of his tyranny upon my coat and
one of them alone. They always went usual, which my friends, who flatter me,
coming vessel. Chip is armed with a markets or inercados of Rio. Great
He squeews me, and freeres me, and well-nigh about with him in little companies of
say is no great shakes at the best times, pistol, and, nerving herself, aims at the are they in extent, rich in variety, teemdrives mo
three or four. In fact, they had deter- do make my last will and testament as
He tortnres and he teases me, and growls when
infernal machine, hoping by a well-di- ing in interest and loud in smell. The
mined that the old would-be-lady-killerfollows
Revoking, of conrpe, all rected shot to explode it. The whistle visitor will have no difficultyin finding
He glares1 at met and stares at me. as any ghoul should never get the chance to make
former wills, I leave the property of of the approaching steamer betokens its these interestingplaces if he follows
might do;
He has shatteredevery promise that my soul ove to any one of them. A new addi- Gairbraid,and all other landed prop- rapid coming, and soon the sound of the dictates of his own organ of smell,
was anchored
.
4.
,ion to the birele, a lady who had been
erty I may be possessed of, to my sis- escaping steam and the splash of the for the odor of the markets is greater,
He lias wrecked me and bedecked me with the
the
beauty of the season just over,
tattered garbs of jwoc:
ters, Ellen Boyle Story, and Elizabeth revolvingwheels break on the listening stronger and richer than all the other
He has crossed my happy thresholdand has seemed much amused at this little ar- Boyle Dunlop, the former because she
ear. Nearer and nearer the ominous odors of the city, and can be detected a
laid my loved ones low;
rangement. For her part, she said, she is married to a minister, whom (God
He’s as wary as a beagle, and ho grins in suoh a
sounds ring out on the night, and soon square or so away. The market I
lad no fear of Mr. Frere; he was rich
help) she henpecks; the latter, because the bow of the boat greete the expect- would essay to tell you about, and the
That the cunning of a serpent is apparent in his enough to be an eligible parti; but he
she is married to nobody, nor is she ant gaze of the audience. Chip nerves one that often attracted me at times
smile;
He is lank, he is lean, and his fingers are un- seemed afraid to speak to her. So he likely to be, for she is an old maid, and herself for the telling shot, but alas, on when I felt able to wade through tho
was ; for she was the handsomest wonot market ripe; and also I leave to this particular occasion the cartridge unpleasantness of the place, is situated
Hc is ragged, he is haggard,ho is spiteful and
man he had seen for many a day, and them and their heirs my share of the
he’s mean;
fails to explode. A moment more and on the bay shore, and has its docks for
Than Adam he is older, than Satan he is bolder experience had taught him that he stock and implements of the farm ; proall would he lost, for there, plain to be tho fish and vegetable boats. You
He’s as ghastly as a skeleton, and uglier and would fall in love with her, and that if
vided always that the inclosnre around seen, bobbing up on the turbid waters, may have seen the French market in
When the winter winds arc dire ho sits crouch- he proposed she would refuse him.
my brother’s grave be renewed ; and il was the torpedo. Miss Maddern, though New Orleans. If you have, and are
ing at my
..
The last day of his stay arrived, and either should die without issue, then
a little tfurprised at the misflre of her gifted with an imaginationthat can
And glow’ringat my beggary with eyes that he was very sad. In the afternoon he
the other to inherit the whole. I weapon, was cooling it for another shot, picture a similar place a little larger in
He’s the parent of all crime, in each countryand deserted the men, who were out shootleave to my sister-imlaw, Louisa Dun- when suddenly a cowboy jumped to his size, many times more curious and
ing, and went into the morning-room,
lop, all my share of the household fur- feet in the audience, and, flourishing a crowded, twenty times more dirty, yon
And has tramped the wide world over, hand in
where he found all the young ladies in niture and such traps, with the excephand with Father
,
navy six shouted: “Stand a little to may have a faint idea of what this marHis record all may read in the hearts that break a state of gayety which young ladies
tions hereinafter mentioned. I leave one side, gal, and I’ll bust it for you. ket may be like. In its area, which is
and bleed.
On the lips oMittle childrenthat foreverpine sometimes indulge in. They had been my silver tankard to the eldest son of Blame my eyes but them chaps ain’t go- about equal to that of an ordinary city
pulling the men to pieces in their old John, as the representativeof the
ing to dish up that boat that way.” The square, are comprised a greater assortAnd Ids dcedsarc further written, over sleepless absence, and laughing at them; poor
father. I would leave it to old John omnious click of a forty-fourcaliber ment of things than could be dreamed
eyes red-bitten,
Over cold and empty cradles, over roofs by sor- old Mr. Frere, whom amr one of them himself, but he would melt it down to
was distinctly heard, and as he pointec of in a month. In sheds and stalls and
row
,
might have had for a *er, had just make temperance medals, and that
his pistol Miss Maddern with great stands are offered for sale a most misOver shattered hopes once cherished, over pleashad his turn. He was given to making would be sacrilege;however, I leave
ures that have perished,
presence of mind, wjthont moving from cellaneous lot of merchandise, perishOver broken dreams of glory, that a better man passionatespeeches whenever ho could
my big horn snuff-box to him ; he can her position, for the second time pullet able and otherwise. Everything you
hood nourished:
get the chance ; and some of the girls,
In the byways and the highways, he goes on
only make temperance horn spoons the trigger, fortunately with better suc- could find
North is
on comparingnotes, found that he used with that. I leave my sister Jennie my
ward unmolested.
hero, besides the infinitevariety of
cess.
The
torpedo
duly
exploded,
and
And he makes the world to labor ere its weary the identicalwords to feach. In fact,
Bible, formerly the property of my the steamer glided majesticallyon in things the existence of which the peobands are rested:
He’s a beggar and ranger, and was present, not he did somewhat lack imagination. great-grandmother, Bertha Hamilton,
)le of the North never had the faintest
safety.
a
. .
This amused the girls immensely, and ofWoodhnU; and when she knows as
As Miss Maddern was leaving the idea. Next to a stall where is disAt the birth of the Messiah, in the cold Judean
they were laughing over it when he
manger;
much of the spirit as she does of the theater that evening, she was accosted mayed a chaotic stock of notions and
He has trailed along the path of the tempest in came ra. They immediatelybegan to
letter, she will be a better Christian at the stage door by the identical cow- “general store” goods, in many of which
its
.
tease him, and while they asked him a
I also leave my
mv ---late boy, who, santf ceremoni, said : “Say, wo recognize tho handiwork of the
than she is. 1
And has gloated o’er the ruins of the molded
hundred questionsall at once, ho stood brother’swatch to my brother Sandy,
aftermath:
little gal, little mor’n there'd been the Yankee, we find a vegetable stand,
He’s the Prince of Empty Pockets, out at elbow smiling, flattered,and perfectly happy
exhorting
him
at
the
same
time
to
________
devil to pay,t and ___
all _____
a owin’ to
that lit- where is offered for sale everything
and at knee.
He’s a knight withouta nickel whom wc nick- in their midst.' Confused by the up Whiggery, Radicalism,and all oth- j tie pep-gun of your’n. You can’t de- 1;hat grows and possesses any value as
name— Povebty.
presence of so much beauty, he made a er sins that do most easily beset him. — ’ —
---------pend on ’em. vYou
want something
that food— the fruits of the tropics, pumpspeefch,which most 6f those who
I leave my brother, Allen, my big snuff- when you get the drop on a fellow you kins, sections of the edible palm-tree,
heard it regarded as absolute non- box, as l am informed that he is rather
know you’ve got him right there. I was mandioca and other vegetable looking
sense.
a decent Christian, and a jolly face. a g<5in’ to help you out this evening things that the Hoosier could not call
Mrs. Frere’s Diamonds.
“Ladies,” he said, “I am going away
I leave Parson Chovassie (Maggie’s without asking you and blow the by name. This edible palm beats
to-morrow. It is dreadful to go and
husband) the small box I got from the blamed thing up myself, only you was everything in the food line I know of.
How They Led a Lady to a Fatal Mistake. leave yon. I don’t think I have the
Sarnia militia, as a token of gratitude right in the road and I couldn’t draw a We see pieces of round, green, pithy
courage to do it, unless one of you will
of the service he has done the family in bead on it. Don’t never let it happen wood two or three inches in diameter
Mr. Frere was a very rich old gentleconsent to console me. Which of you
man of somewhat parsimonious habits. ladies will marry me? My wife will taking a sister that no man of taste again, and I’m going to Iieol you so and as long as a stick of cordwood, and
would have taken. I leave John Cad- you’ll be in proper shape.” Suiting the can hardly be. convinced that this should
His one extravagance was a love for
have the late Mrs. Frere’s diamonds,
del a silver tea-pot. to the end that he action to the word, he produced a navy be au article iu the bill-offore of the
young women. He was an excellent and they are not to be despised.”
may drink tea therefrom to comfort Colt and bashfully handed it to her with natives, yet we are assured that it is a
example of the elderly lover ; he was
He spoke as if purely in a joke, and him under the.alHictfonof a slatternly the remark : “It’s your’n, little gal, an’ popular food among the poorer innot satisfied unless he had a pretty laughed as he said it. But his eyes
wife. I leave rty books to my brother, it’s a daisy. I hate to part with it, but habitants. The palm-tree serves the
young wife, and then he made love to
looked eagerly and anxiously round Andrew, because he has been so long then what’s a fellow to do when he’s hit natives manifold purposes. They build
the sex at large, bargaining only for
the merry circle to see if any face
a jangly wallou, that he may learn to as bad as I am. Maybe I’ll get the houses and roof them with materials
youth and beauty.
looked thoughtful.
read
with them. I give my silver cup, langli for this, but none of ’era’s game from tho tree, they make clothingand
. The first Mrs. Frere was a lovely gir
“I will, Mr. Frere,” said the beauty
with
a
sovereignin it, to Janet Dunlop, enough to show their teeth to me, you thread, tools, household utensils, and I
with blue blood in her veins. She was “diamonds suit me and I adore them.”
because she is an old maid and pious, bet! Good-bye.” He strode away, leav- forget.to what other uses they put the
poor and Mr. Frere’s wealth tempted
and therefore will necessarilytake to ing the little lady, Colt in hand. — Salt tree, besides eating tho trunk.
Next to the vegetable stall we’ll find
horning, and also my granny’s snuff- Lake Herald.
I
a crockery establishment. The bulk of
shell, as it looks decent to see an old
this stock will be seen to be water
woman taking snnflT In witness where- , Luther’sX’ourtxhlpand Marriage.
coolers, botttes, etc,,, of the. Dutch
of I have hereunto set my seal, the 31st
In Wittenberg there was a certain porous ware, which is so well adapted
day
of
August,
in
tho
year
of
our
Lord
wife, and he, from time to toe,
tll6I1 ouo el8e. she
Catherine vpn Bora, 16 years younger
diamond ornaments.
she
!
to had one thousand, eight hundred and forty- than he, who had been a nun in a dis- for use in the tropics. But of all the
bewildering maze of things, animate
“W. DbNLOP.”
possessed one of the finest sets
had no: Offer worth temtiSfei and her
tant convent. Her family were noble,
and inanimate,the poultry booths will
aeen ra anr London drawing-room. | ffiok(leF w<m]d nM“let
but poor ; they had provided for their
hold most of the visitor’s attention. The
Wool, Fur and Hair.
daughter by placing her in tho cloister
she loved. • A rich old man, who, as she
Among the animal Hbers used in the when she was a child of 9. At 16 she boxes of chickens, pigeons, ducks, etc.,
„ .
, fullv determined, should be her slave,
that are . so familiar to our eyes
men and exoitement. But she
d a set of diamonds for her very own, manufacture of textile fabrics is cash- had taken the vows, but she detested
we pass with a glance, but the cages of
mere
wool,
which
is
the
fine
wool-like
qmet and amiable with her
^ were ft {ortnne m themselvesthe life into, which she had been forced,
canaries, finches,flamingoes,, parrots,
exceptthat at firetshe frequently comthings were worth thinking hair of the goat. This goat thrives and when the movement began she hac
paroquets,cockatoos,and others of the’
plained because he would not give her auout
best on the Himalaya Mountains,at applied to her friends to take her out
all she wished, lint after awhile
Tho who}c
was treated aaa an altitude of 12,000 feet. The higher of it The friends would do nothing, plnmed tribe, valued either for their
musical ability, loquacity or plumage,
lof off reproaching him. He
t ^'tim, by erJv one present, the. altitude,the finer, softer and thicker but in April, 1528, she and nine others
retain our interest. You may say that
not give her an allowance;he liked to
in
evenin’g Mr. Frere came the coat of hair is found to be. Nearly were released by the people. As they
the latter-named are queer poultry. It
play the generous and uxonous
tQ L„a
Bat dolvn l)y all of this staple is manufacturedinto were starving, Luther collected money
does, seem' funny to see. roasters and
band, and give her a dress when it took
*
shawls in Cashmere. So that what is to provide for them, and Catherine von
hens, that look so natural we could
called a camel’* hair shawl is not camel’s Bora, being then 24 years old, came to
his fancy to do so. But she did submit.
, ....
almost believe ourselves ifi the poultry
hair at all, but goat’s hair. What little Wittenberg to reside with the burgoEventually, however, she lost
8flild’lf you
department of an Indiana county fair,
tience, and dealt him the hardest blow "l uig to hold to tl}e bargam wo made is sent to’dther markets may be said to
master, Philip Reichenbach. Luther and the rarest birds of the tropics side
that lies within a womans power. She I to^y, I will keep my part of it.
be of three kinds or colors— ^bite, did not at first like her; she was not
and side, but so we find it here. Amid
She raised her eyes and looked cold- gray and brown. The word cashmere
ran away with a wild young cousin of
beautiful, and he thought that she was
the scores of birds, the species of which
ly into his.
is also used to designate certain fabrics proud of her birth and blood ; but she
her own whom she bad loved before
I am ignorant, I found a sedate and sol* "If you meant it,” she said, “so did I.
made of wool or silk warp and goat was a simple, sensible,shrewd, active
her marriage. He was a spendthrift ;
emn toucan, with its preponderancee of
As I said, diamonds suit me, and I have hair, or fine Merino wool or filling.
and made away with his slender forwoman ; she, in the sense in which Lu- bill.
saw this same bird every
none'.”
Cashmere satin (wool satin) is a smooth, ther was, might consider herself deditune; so Mr. Frere had one comfort in
time
we
visited
tho place, and we be“I will give you the late Mrs. Frere’s lustrous fabric,the warp and fillingof
his uneasy situation— he felt sure that
cated to God, and a fit wife for a re- come very familiar,so familiar in fact,
your wedding-day,” he answered. which are of combed wool or worsted. ligious reformer. Luther's own father
his foolish wife would discover now
what poverty meant. She had gone to “The jewel-case which contains them Cashmere muslin (wool muslin, mous- was most anxious that he should marry, that the ‘Major felt free to call him
“Doctor"— a name suggestedby the
Paris, and those who met her thought J shall be opened by you for the first time seline-de-laine); the warp and filling and in a short time they came to undersize of the bill— Will Wayward.
her looking wretchedly ill; but she al- since she herself shut it.”
of this fabric have little twist and are stand each other. So on the 13th of
wavs appeared very gay and dressed I In due time the marriage was an- woven very loose. In mousseline-de* June, 1525, a mouth after Mnnzer had
Children’s Ears.
nonneed and the details were settled. laine the warp is cotton, the tilling been stamped out at Frankenhausen,a
In six months she died, and left Mr. j The wedding was fixed tor an early combed wool or worsted. Cashmere is little party was collected in the WittenDr. Weil has examined the ears of
Frere free of all but her memory. The date. Lady Rose, having made the a fabric more like cloth in its manu- berg cloister — Bugenbagen, the town 5,905 school children, and in stating the
cousin went to America and did not re- bargain, was not diffident about fulfill- facture and appearance. The warp of pastor; Prof. Jonas; Lucas Cranach, results obtained (Archives of Otology)
appear in England for many years. It j ing it. • She wanted the diamonds ; not the best kinds is of a peculiar floss the painter, with his wife, and Prof. says that the ears of every inattentive
seemed he was doing well
only for their beauty, but because when silk, woolen filling. These fabrics are Apel, of Bamberg, who bad (himself child should be examined and treated if
Mr. Frere had disliked the idea of they were once in her hands she would fulled, gigged and shorn. Vigogne married a nun; and in this presence it be found necessary.He is convinced
getting a divorce, perhaps fearing that be rich in her own right for the first wool is a a sort of curly hair from a pe- Martin Luther and Catharine von Bora of the fact that childrenwho are simply
his bald crown and scant fringe of white time in her life. She was avaricious culiar sheep that is found in the moun- became man and wife. — Contemporary hard of hearing are greatly misjudged,
hairs might raise a laugh in court* But because she was unhappy ; and she de- tains of Peru, Chili and Mexico. Aland considered inattentive and obstaiReview.
now that he was so agreeably set at lib- 1 termined that if Mr. Frere proved in* paca wool is the downy hair of a goat
nate. It is recommended that teachers,
erty ho immediately began to pay as- tolerable, and wanted to be her master in Peru, is very fine, and comes to
or, if possible, a surgeon, should examTwo Notable Graves.
siduous attention to one pretty young instead of her slave, she would, like the market brown, black and white. Mo*
In secluded parts of Mount Olivet ine the ears of children once or twice a
lady after another. The number of late Mrs. Frere. run away, but tfould hair is produced from the Angora goat
year, and have a report made to parents
-cemetery, far apart from each other,
young ladies with whom his name was not commit the fatal mistake of leaving in Asia Minor. This staple is largely
however, are graves containing the re- where treatment is necessary. He adds
associateddid not arise from his own the diamonds behind*
spun from carded stock, and used as mains of two people once prominent in that suoh troubles,when attended to
changeableness, but from their nnani- At last the wedding-day came, and filling for several fabrics, which, by
national events, but now apparehtly early in life, will in a majority of oases
mbus rejection of his addresses. For there was no doubt about one thing— fulling, etc., readily yield a nap resave children from what often end in
forgotten altogether. One is the grave
poor Mrs. Frere's career was not forgot- j Lady Rose was the handsomestbride sembling plush. Camera hair is the
permanent deafness.
of Mrs. Marie E. Surratt, who was exeten. She had been a favorite in her of the whole year. And yet she was so downy hair “•
of certain
camels,
and ii cuted as one of the Abraham Lincoln
; ----- —
----CfrpW and iki Fteh.
timer and most of: her acquaintancesre- pale as to lobk like the ghost of her- used or combed and carded yarns con8pivfttoi,S)the other iff that of
garded him in the light of an old ogre, self. The diamonds she wore were the Cow h.ir
,» .mm
vam. th(J famons wirtj, the keeper 0, the
hair is
spun into noar.fi
coarse yarn,
An actor, who had an excellent
who had driven her to ruin and death, envy and admiration of her friend®. woven into carpets and other coarse much-dreadedAndersonvilleprison pen opinion t>f his' own ability, intellectually
This was very tryiflgto Mr. Frere, for They were magnificent;her white neck fabrics. It is seldom ^spun alone, but
during the late war. Visitorsto the and artistically,was oast for the part of
he really doted on youthful beauty, and and arms blazed with their beauty,
is carried by a more suitable fiber like
cemetery, especially strangers, will find commander in the “Pearl of Bavoy.”
he much wished to appear again in
When Mr. Frere brought her the wool, etc. ’ Horse hair, .dog hair, and practically nothing to denote the graves In one of the scenes he .uses Ihe •followsociety which he feared had been sneer- jewel-case and the kev, a sort of shudder even human hair finds its way ink
of these Jonce well-known people, ing lines: “The fair charmer^ how
ing at him, with another young and came upon her at tpe recollectionof various textures.
Wirtz is buried under a tall hickory sweet she looks 1 We are likeJ'Onpid
lovely bride noon his
who had last, opened it. JShe felt for
tree, in which squirrels chatter and and Psyche.’ ” To the horror q|. those
The trades-unionsolf England have y gambol. Tall, rank weeds and un- who listened, h'e daid: “We are like
But his case really seemed desperate, a moment solrry for poor, frail Mrs.
Most ladies gave him the cold shoulder Frere, who had left all behind her, her membership of 600,000; thpse of the kempt grass surround the spot, and the
as soon as they guessed at ^(s intentions; home, her reputationand her diamonds, United States, 247,000.
simple* inscription, “Wittz,” on a tiny
if any allowed Him to propose, it was I -. But before long she made a disqovblock bf marfile’ at the head of the
Ten
thousand
and.forty-spyen"
per
toonly for the pleasure of refusing him. ery which chilled her blood and made
grqye, is the only' thihg to denote the
The poor old. gentleman got quite do? her. faoa as white as ,that*of a ghost, sons in Kentucky are drawing pension! resting place bfr a man once so famous
pressed and knew not whatto do. He I.The diamonds were paste ! Before her from the government.
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Sweet Peas.
issued out of a state originally,fluid
Probably no other common flower is and afterward aeriform.
also
so osefnl in the garden daring summer taught the world that the earliest living
as the Sweet Pea, and it is as indispen- creatures on this globe originatedin
sable to it as Mignonette. Formerly water from the action of the sun.
we had bat few varieties;now they From these creatures, later on, were
have grown into something like thirteen developed the land inhabiting plants
or fourteen, every one of which well and animals,which left the water and
deserves a place in the garden.
adapted themselves to life on dry land.
It is nearly two centuries ago that the Man likewise gradually worked himself
Sweet Pea was introduced from Sicily* up from animal organism, and, in
In all probabilitythe original form has reality,from fish-like aquatic animals.
been considerably improved upon, and
it has either sported into new forms or
Boston Bloods.
yielded them by means of seed. In
Mr. 0. S. Hollis, Veterinary Surgeon, Boslater years, new varieties ha1
have been ob- ton, Mass., certifies that he has made the
tained in this way. Among the plants great pain-cure, 9t. Jacobs Oil, the sole
raided from seed of any one variety, a remedy in his practice for horse ailments,
new departure has been discovered in and considers it superior to any cure he has
the case of a plant or two. Those known in forty years. He tried the same
great pain-banisher on himself for rheuwhose practice it is to grow seeds largematism, and by which he was completely
ly are aware of the tendency in many
'
annuals to break into different characThe Beauty of Home Life.
ters, and when one appears it is marked,
the surroundingplants are. pulled out
Home is not sustained alone by the
to give the new type space in which to ownership of the land, but it is in the
develop itself, and the seed is carefully observance of the sound principlesof
gathered and sown for another season. temperance, economy and integrity
Sports of this kind are often very diffi- which makes up tl^e best average of life
cult to fix in a permanent character; I see the boys sometimes going away
they will appear for a year or two, or from the old household, perhaps not
more, and then revert to their original attracted by the hard labor of the farm,
form, to the great disappointmentof and drawn away, it may be, by the
the cultivator. On the other hand, enticements of the greater places. And
such sports can be permanently fixed when they make a good work of life,
after a few years’ selection,and when the and when they adorn and improve and
durability of the new characteris as- benefit those that are around them, they
sured the variety can be sold in the are certainly just as much working out
ordinary way.
God’s purposes there as if they had reAn enormous quantity of Sweet Peas mained, perhaps doing the harder toil
is every year grown for the trade of of the farm. But if there is one thing
England. One wholesale house grows that brings the deepest grief to anyannually from twenty-five to thirty body’s heart, it is to see those young
acres, producing in a good season from men, when they are gone away from
•800 to 1,000 bushels, and several other those homes, depart from those princiseed firms raise simlar quantities. The ples that were instilled into them by
greater part is grown as mixed colors, their loving and dutiful parents.is
separate colors being required only in there a more deplorable sight than that
comparatively small quantities.
which is presented in the ruin of so
Of late years Sweet Peas have come many of our young men, who have forto be much grown 'for supplying cut gotten that the best of life is purity in
blooms for market. A hedge of Sweet every walk upon which they are called
Peas of mixed colors is a very pretty to enter? So that, whatever may be
sight indeed in any garden, and diffuses our differences in one way or the other
a most agreeablefragrance.The Scar- —differences of belief, differencesof
let Invincible, in . conjunction with political association— the one thing of
TropieolumCanariense, is a charming all to treasure is the beauty of this home
combination— as delightful as it is novel. life. Moke it the one thought of this
A garden without Sweet Peas is a gar- day to tak6 care of the home. Keep it
den without one of the most usefuLof Save it! And if your boys and girls go
flowers that can find a place in it— away, keep the place warm, and green,
Gardener's Chronicle.
and beautiful, so that they shall want

He

.

.

cured.

*
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Brigham Young’s

to come back, and so that there shall

Children.

be

Speaking of this Young. family— what no dearer spot on earth than the one
that gave them birth.
a part it has played in Utah history!
During the war it so happened that
You encounter the descendants of old
at
one time the armies on both sides
Brigham everywhere. As he left fiftyfour living children out of a progeny were encamped on the banks of the
numbering seventy-two souls, it is not river — on the one side the Union army;
to be wondered that they turn up across, the rebel. And as they lay there
everywhere. Some of the sons who are in their encampments the bands on both
in business here, be it said, are exem- sides- began to discoursemusic. On the
plary and moat agreeable men; while Northern side it was “The Star-Spanamong the daughters are numbered gled Banner,” swelling out upon the
some ladies unexcelled in graces of breeze, and on the Southern side the
bands respondedwith “Dixie’s Land.”
heart and mind.
But alas ! there have been a sadly large Then again, the Northern side said in
number of male scamps and female their music, “Hail Columbia,” and the
sirens in the list. The daughters may Southern bands responded -with “Dixie’s
be found among the demi-inonde of this Land.” And then a chord of “Home,
Sweet Home !” was struck on the Northcity, San Francisco and New Orleans.
ern
sido of the stream, and the bands
At least two sons are already in
on
the
Southern side took it up, and it
drunkards’ graves. Scandal, conten-

was “Home, Sweet Home,” on both

tion and wantonness have added poison

to the family cup. Here is Mormon- sides, and every voice responded in perthe
ism’s own answer to Mormonism 1 Even feet harmony, and the strains of‘ those
Amelia, the favorite, the beloved instruments and the great soul of the
seventeenth wife of the old patriarch, country breathed anew and again with
after whom the Amelia palace was the delightful inspiration of the love of
named, remembered her liege lord but home. That was the lesson that was
four short months after his taking off, implanted deep in the hearts of all the
and then became the “life partner” of men assembled there. So long as the
another. And there are wives living sweet influences of such lessons as that
here who bitterly tell now of the days are treasured in our hearts, there will
when Amelia rode about behind Brig- be danger for our State, no peril for
ham’s best span while they, more faith- the nation, but there will be prosperity
ful wives, took in washing to earn a ahead and forever.— Go y. Robinson, of
subsistence. .Two of the daughters Massachusetts.
were married on the same night to a
A handsome woman pleases the eye,
leading Mormon, and are now living
but a good woman charms the heart.
together in his harem on one of the
principal streets here. — Salt Lake
Cheerfulness is
spark from
letter.
heaven.

Time Is Money.
Time and money will be saved by keeping
Kidney- Wort in the house. It is an invaluable remedy for all disorders of the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, and for all diseases arising
from obstructions of those organs. It has
cured many obstinate cases after hundreds
of dollars had been paid, to physicians without obtaining relief. It cures Oonstlpation,
Piles, Biliousness, and all kindred disorders
Keep it by you.

A pond mother, in excusing her daughter
for marrying a negro, said: “Poor dear
thing, sho has been color blind for nearly a

merchantwho was reported to be at the point
of death from an attack of paeumonia has
Balsam for tbo Lungs. Naturally he
feels grateful for the benefitsderived from
using this remedy for the lungs and throat;
and in giving publicity to this statement we
are actuated by motives of public benefaction, trustingthat others may bo benefited in
a similar manner.

among

market Though

the best in the

not so delicate in structureas the*

Life.

“Pat up” at tbo Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations
nt the low price of $2
and $2.50 pur day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in tbo center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator;all appointments flrstrclass.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.

-

Win. C. Dlnu, Mrrthant,of
f Bowlin,
Bowline Orem,
(
Vn., wrlbn April 4, IMl,
that he wnnU u to know
that tke Ua« Bnluau hae
mr»d Mi nuther .f Can.

dude

Cures uglr blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quickens sluggish circulation.
Eliminates Bolls, Ctrbuuclcaand Scalds.^*
jWPermancntly and promptly cures paralysis.
Y cs, It is a charming and healthful Aperient

Wm. A. Graham * Co.,
Whol.taln Dracv'Uti,

T

Scrotal* and Kings Evil, twin brothers.
Changes bad breath to good, removing cause,
turnouts biliousness and dears complexion.
Charming
harming resolvent and matchless laxstive.^9
l*xative.~G
It drives Sick Headache like the wind."?!
Kills

«

Zanetrllle,
Ohio,write
of the can of Matlhiu
Freeman,a well-knoMn
cllUca,who had been if.
flirted with Brent Mil. la
It. wont form for tw.lre
yean. The Luna Haltam
cured him u It hu cured
many olhtr* of Brea*

I

O
N

(^Containsno

«

~

Restores life-givingpropertiesto the blood.“fit»
Is gnarantccd to euro all nervous disorders.^*
E&’Reliablowhen oil opiates fall.'Vt

eMtu.

Refreshes the mind and Invigoratesthe body.
Cures
*
'

d

BALSAH

‘

Leading physiciansin U. 8. and Europe.*«8
Leading dergymen in U. 8. and Europe.'CE
Diseases of the blood own it a conqueror.-**
For sale by all leading
_

druggists.

For testimonialsand circulars send stamp.

PATENTS

Rev. Greenfield,of Knoxville,sajrir “Santarfian Nc/viru cured my son of epileptic fits.”
of

spitz dogs as “saliva

^

?ATm™
MaakSaB

EfilsS!

?0

PAT!

BS!S»£?i

SEN

shrunk!
From 228 iba to 120! I had been doctoring
for my liver, but it did mo no good. I did
not expect to live more than throe monthn.
I began to use Hop Bitter* • Directly my npI

petite returned, ray pains left me,

seemed renewed as

if by

my

en-

magic,

ksud
BSHSsSSSiH
mars

Bogers^M.D.. of^Kenton^Ohlo^sa^s;smd after using severalbottles I am not only
as sound as a sovereign but weigh tyre
Syrup baa been universallyapproved by my
than I did before. To Hop Bitters I owe my
customers ; never hear any complaints about

wanted

J. A.

it

hero; sold

it

life

for years.

Bj

Dublin, June
Carbo-llnes.
Ho wins at last who builds his trust
In loving words and actions just
Whose head, whose walk, his very mien.
Proclaim the use of Carboline.

The Best

In the

What

ails you? If it is a cough, take Piso’s
Sold by druggista. 25 cents.

“Rough on Rats” clears out

Rata, Mice.

CHAPTER

“Bough on Coughs” Troches,15c; Liquid, 50c.
lOo.

“Rough on Toothache,” Instant relief. 15o.

In

time.

most terrible and excruciatingmanner.
or doctor could give
lief or cure until I used Hop Bittern

“The

first

me

re-

bottle

Nearly cured me;n

CATARRHH
SURE CURE

bad Catarrh long
enough and want
to beeurod, Just
Hi- for lull in-

formation of
a Hurt* Cure.
You will not
itjL

The second made me as well and strong as
when a child.
“And I have b&en so to this day.*
My husband was an Invalid for twenty

cmm

UMthoostuds of
of tbs wont kind and of lone
standing bnv* be«n enrod. Indsud, so strosi Is my falls
In Its •fllcacjr, tint I will send TWO BOTTLKd KKftK, together with • VALUABLE THBATIBBontbli dlteaas.tS
soy LuffuturOlvs Kiore.sand V. O. address.
UP. T. A. SLOCUM. 1U FsarllU New York.

a serious

“Kidney, liver, and urinary complaint

“Pronounced
cians—

by

Boston’s best physi-

Seven bottles of your
I know of the

and

'

SS

Bitters

MONEY by
'50,000

i

Only reliable and Industriousagejtowanted. $0 time
to bother with others.
Propoaltlons
,
coived after March
ih 1.
l. UM.
\m. Write promptlyfor free
circulars, ageuta' blanka,etc. Address

“Lives of eight persons"

Take Hop

‘

rus. Send at
ACTIVE AGENTS
Probitters cured him mium List and read
ml over our aplendtd
splendid indurementa.
indnoemrnu.

•bborhc
In my neighborhood
that have been saved
by yourbittera
“Roush on Corns,"for Corns, Warta, Bunions. 15o.
And many more are using them with great
benefit
Wells’ Health Renewer cures Dyspepsia,Impotence.
“They almost
Do miracles!” —ifr*. R D. Slack.
The “Rough on” Tooth Powder, elegant.15o.
How to Get Sick.— Expose yourself day
and night; eat too much without exercise;
“We always keep Piso’s Cure for Consump- work too hard without re^t; doctor all the
tion in the home.”
time; take oil the vile nostrums advertised, Kand then you will want to know how to yet
well, which is answered in three words—

REMEDY

Use

II.

''Buchn.palba,"
Gre»t Kidney and UrinatyCun. $1.

THE GREAT GERMAN

WdbydnIKffi H
CONSUMPTION.
When you have

“Incurable!”
Pills,

Fitzpatrick.

Neuralgia,female trouble, for years In the

15a years with

Mother Swan’s Worm Syrup, tasteless.25c.

Wells’ May-Apple(Liver)

’81. B

No medicine

World#

Dr. J. W. Hamilton, of Merrillan,Wis^
says: I have sold Warner’s White Wine Tar
Byrup for years. It is the best cough raodiclne in the world and has no equal for asthma.

Cure.

0,

CURE FOR

PISO S

not

THE POPULAR MONTHLY,
53 DearbornStreet,
Chicago, DU

TO SPECULATORS.
flNDBLOM

MILLER A

CO., N. G.

St

GRAIN « PROVISION BROKERS.

!

Breerlptlre

Svrr5^i2,
FREE»

'Mrs tern of
utting MOODY *00,
0,OacI>naU,0,

FOR PAIN.
Relieves and cures

PAY?0

BIG

RHEUMATISM,

n}})ber

4

cJ,*1 mKo1

For Btiilnouat the Oldeat A Beil

HOP

Neuralgia,
Sciatica,Lumbago,

BACKACHE,
HEADACHE, TOOTH ACH1,

Young Men tttjaS&SBteCf PLASTER

SORE THROAT,

QUINSY, 8 WELLINOf,
MPBAINff,

S250

And

all

other bodily aches
and paint.

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
fold by *11 Dranists and
Dealers. DirectionsIn 11

and country

ORGAN AGENTS
County.
Wanted

languages. £

Wholesale and rotaD. Send tor price-list.
Goods sent C.O.D. Wigs made to order.
£. BURNHAM. 71 State UroeUaScMgo

In every

•

130 State Street,

milE BUTLER

I

BOOM.

OF* MUSIC,
CHICAGO.

___ 4

Consumption Can Be Cured.

FOR

THR

LUNGS.BALSAM

KIPNEYPI8EA8E8
AND
LIVER COMPLAINTS.
KIDNEYS at

^

MUSTANG

WONDERFUL

Becaiae It acts *a tke LIVER,

<SN$>
family pill mado-Hawley’s Stomach and
gq PleasantInaction and easy to take.

tv* The best
Liver Pllla,

FATHER COLUMUIA’BPAPER means toeloct
Butler and Reagan. It offers the followingcampaign
rates at any Postoffloe : From Jan. 1 till Butler la inaugurated President,*1: firstButler voter, 10o: first
clul) of 10, one address.$1 ; succeeding clubs of 10 or
multiplesof 10, one address,12. Each number vigorouhIv illustrated by Worth. Act at once— the battle U
on. Make checks to order of and address
FATHER COLUMBIA, 253 Broadway,, New
>
York.

xlDNEY-WCP.T
DOES

GREAT
SUCCESS
A

REED’S TBMPY.K

‘

The Charts* A. Vogeler Co.
(SwMMon to A. VOOKU* * CO.)
RalOMr*, Ml, C.I.A.

Soothes, Btrci
ens and Stimulates the parta. Tha virtues
toes of hops
blncd with gume-ckiin and ready to apply. Superior to
liniments, lotions and aalvea. Price tt cents or * for
11.00, Sold by drug
gists
stores. Mailed on receipt of price. Hop
Platter Company, Proprietors,Boston, Mom.
'

Sortnsss, Cuts, Brulsts,

FROSTBITES,
BVB1VS, SCALDS,

.Infla-

Hu!

swuate

lirMrfMM

BOWELS and

the saa* ftla*.

|A

Dsoaoas iteleanaesths system of th* poisonous humors that develops In Xldnsr and Urimtj Plasassa,BHlonanea. Janndlcs, ConaUpatton, Mss, or in Bnsumatism,Neuralgia,Her.

IT WILL BUBBLY CURB
CONSTIPATION,PILRt,
and

FAMILY MEDIGIKI THAT HAS
MILLIONS DCBINfi U Ylill!

ELY'S
i

[A

RHEUMATISM,

By oanatngTRIM ACTION of

This porous piaster Is
famous for its quick
and hearty action la
curing Lame Back,
Rheumatism, gnjaljoa,

Orooltn fra*. VALENTINE BROS.. JanwviUe. WU.

all

BALM FOB EVERY WOUND
SIAN AMD BKASTf

CREAM BALM

01
iy aecre-

the organs

CLEANSHIGtheBLOOD

ITHE0LDE8T&BE8TUNIMI
EVER MADE

IN

AXERICA.

restoringths normal power to throw off disesss.

THOUSANDS OP OASIS

SALES

FIUCI, $1. LIQUID OB DRT, SOLD BY OBUfiflISTS.
Dry sea be sent by mall.
'«rwT.T4t

RICHARDSON fc ^

8«nd

lump

for

Diary

i

LAMER THAH EVER.

NOT

The Mexican Mastnng Liniment
been known for more than thirty-]
yean aa the best of all L
:

|

Um.| a

A
few appUcatloni

Man and

Beast. Its sales to-day'i
larger than
It onfes ...
penetratesskin,
to tbo very boat

canines.”

No. 1—84.

O.N.U.

Charming resolvent, matchiees laxaUve, an

earth, too, as one of these world-bodies, infalliblenerve conqueror,Sarpartton Nervine.
•
••

draotiocatharticor opiotes.

Promptly cures Rheumatism by routing IL'TO

Could not move!

PERPCOTLY CURED.

|

Boston belles speak

world.

got sick again with terrible pains in my back
and Rides, and I got so bad I

tire feystem

Universally Approved.

ricanes.

1

U

ituraiGimiT.

iterranean sponges, they are much
Voice or the People.— No fammore lasting. . Methods of preparing ilygFTHE
Dyes were ever so popularas the Diamond
sponges seem, however, to be very Dyes. They never fail. The Blaek is far
crude mid primitive, and there is no superior to logwood. The other colors are
doubt tnatwith'more scientific methods brilliant Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlingthe quality of sponges could be im- ton, Vt
proved.'
Dudes carry all sorts of canes except hur-

A Theory of
Anaximander, who lived 625 B. C.,
assumed that out of infinity of matter
through eternal evolutions,numerous
world-bodies came into being as condensations of the air, and that the

entirely
write, thul
neighbor,think
medicinela Dm

S

ALLEN'S LONG

advertisement). jy

The only known tpedjle for Epileptic Fits.-st
KT Also for Spasms and Falling Bicknc*i.*¥t
NervousWeakness quickly relievedand cured.
Equalled bv none in delirium of fever.^8
^Neutralizes germs of disease and sickness.

Lung HnUwn
he and hk
It the be*l

CONSUMPTION.
P

chants.
It has been decided that the German
will not do, but the Yankee dude’ll do.

Med-

when the uie of Allen’.

properties;invaluable for indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration,and all forms
of general debility; also, in all enfeebled
conditions,whether the result of exhaustion,
nervous prostration,over- work, or acute Is harmlesiito the most d«llcat«child t It
oontiuna no Opium In uny form l
disease, particularly If resulting from pulmoRecommendedby rky.lel.na,Blaiaim and Xareee.In tact by
nary complaints. Caswell, Hazard & Co.,
2")'hoJy»ho hu givenIt a good trial. It N.r.r fall, to BHag
proprietors,New York. Bold by druggista.
Ah an ExiKHitomnt It ha* no Kqunl.
I was troubled with Chronic Catarrh and
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
gathering in my head, was very deaf at times,
hud dischargesfrom my ears, and was unable
Lova and iiuin.
to breqthe through my nose. Before the
ClfAPTEU I.
second bottle of Ely’s Cream Balm was ex1 was taken sick a year ago
hausted I was cured, and to-day enjoy sound
Witit Uiliouu fever."
health.—C. J. Oohiiin, 923 Chestnut st., Field
“My doctor pronounced me cured, but I
Manager, PhiladelphiaPub. Ifouse, Pa. (Bee

CURES OF

to never injure the btjtter and to always give
the perfectcolor. Sold by drgggists and mer-

ValuMwy (•MumnU.a
Wd WU pronounced lara*
mW. by theirphv.k-taa,
nreibnr. He

wu

m

Men

Witakt, tl
MertonCounty
Uonaty. W. Vn,
u that fib wife had

wrilu

N

th# fnnnnU
thown
fclo. W. har. hli Inter
It al one cured hU
Ooogh and thu he
•Me to reeume hU prne-

•Wan had (riven her up u
Inrnrable. ___
___
He u>l other,
Mensman's PeptonizedBeep Tonic, the kpowln*
her eau har*
only preparation of beef containing its en- takenthe B«1um and been
cured. He think, all unftire nutritious propertiesIt containsbloodfllctaddK>uld|lr.lt.
trial.
making force-generatingand life-surtaining

and grows. This method has been

everywhereare refusingto take white, lardylooking butter except at “grease” prices.
Consumers want nothing but gilt-edged butter, and buyers therefore recommend their
patrons to keep a uniform color throughout
the year by using the ImprovedButter Color
made by Wells, Hlchardson k Co., Burlington,
Vt. It is the only color that can be relied on

c
o

entirely recovered by the use of Dr. William
Hall's

RVI

G0D&H8, GOLDS, CSOUP.

gives us great pleasure to state that the tM

Sponges.
The Mind Dependent on the Body.
Sponge culture in the United States
Hypochondria la a far more common malady
is likely to present some definite rethan Is generallysupposed. It has Its degrees,
sults.. Among the exhibits to be sent
it is true, progressingfrom mental depression,
to England will be a collection of or the “blues,"to mental hallucination; but they
sponges due to artificial culture. The are all forms of the same malady. It Is a signifimodus operandi is simplicity itself. A cant fact that this mental ailment Is Invariably
good-sizedsponge is cut into fragments accomplished by dyspepsia and nervousness,
and attached to stones. In . a certain and the fact that It readily yields to the alteratime the sponge holds to its new base tive action of Hostettcr’s Stomach Bitters, which

Butter Buyers

—

wu

A Quick Recovery.
It

igm

!

A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY!
— THAT WILL CURB

Mmdltfc,Dwtltt,
Small boy— “Pa, did you know ma long be- •f Dr.
Ct acta Mil, wu thought
fore you married her)1” Pa— “I didn't. I to t* In th# tart »Uftt of
didn’t know her until long after I married toniuyUon tod w«* Indoom! by hit fHondito try
her.”
A Urn' i Lung U*ltun aft«r

*

exhibitedwere grown in Key West, and
in quite shallow water. For the culture
of sponges, which is quite as feasible
an enterpriseas that of the oyster, it
will be, however, necessary that some
legislativeenactments shall be enforced on the Floridian coasts giving
protectionto those who engage in this
novel business. It is not generally
known that for excellence the natural
sponges growp on the Floida coast are

Lung Balsam

year.”

a

are peculiarly adapted to the eradication of inditried in the Mediterranean, but so far gestion and nervousdebility,proves that It origwith indifferent success.Italian sponge inates in those complaints. It will thus be seen
fishermen were opposed to this artificial how dependentthe mind is upon the body for the
culture, and destroyed the cuttings. preservation of a cheerful equilibrium,and also
readily the causes of mental gloom may be
The growth of the sponge, as is quite how
removed. There is no surer or pleasanter way of
natural, seems to be more rapid in tide- slmldng ofr a nt of depressionbrought on bv inways, because the food on which the digestion than by swallowinga dose or two of
this agreeable medicine.
sponge lives and thrives is conveyed
Slang is always objectionable. Instead of
to it under these conditionsin larger
quantities. The sponges which will be saying, “A dead give away,” we would advise you to say, “A posthumousdonation.”
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The Blauing of the Lord,
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We hare
Year, and
days

new stock of

a

passed the j?rent dividinf? line

New

drawn between the Old and

Is

CLOSE OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK.

co.,

Xaketh Sloh.

it

Have just received
which

NOT BEING ABLE TO

NEW FIRM!

Tkl« Bpaoe it reserved for the Women
Chrintien TemperanceUnion.

hundred and eiity-slx

for three

let it be

oar earnest desire to make

pure than that

which they

the past. If we hare

of

large line of

Highest market prices paid for

Hats and Caps, Soots and Shoes, Etc.

•ettledall old scores against us for former
yours, and like Luther,

him with such

to

sins, that there

when

seemed no end

Mid, "write to the end of

also

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

former

to it,

it

have

the blood

Jesus Christ cleanses us from

of

came

Satan

a great roll of his

all sin,”

I have a large and very elegant stock of

a

Give us
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new year. Hare we derived any

At the store opposite the “ City Mills."

in-

name

required so great a
is

It

not our duty to look well to the

for the
is

8-ly

which

EL BOOHSHE,

desire to bare a clean record
coming year! As our experience

whom

the Saviour said

him

:

I

u millstone
hia neck and that he

"It were better for

were hanged about

that

ever shall offend

>r

(

On Market

have everything in

Give me a
city,

ted to the Lord, whose hearts the Lord has

"Make

Thee whither soever
the

strait paths for their feet," been

Blessing of the

5

among

l!

those

AND

VTd.

8.

THE
A

ITISI

case of Kidney

cure! We say

MICA,

they can

llnthltible

not, as thousands of cases already per-

i

manently cured and who are daily recom-

mending Electric Bitters,will
Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Weak

a bottle by

...... Four to six bottles are warranted to cure
any care of Balt

remedy for

Five to eight bottlea will cure the wont

diseases of the 8 kin case of Scrofula.
l Blood, such as

ISipL

From two

to four months’ use of Rheumatic
cure any case of Chronic Rheumati""
twenty years’ standing.

iyriip will

and
It

if

If

Weak-

failed.

of varied and enter-

NEW

'AND^-1

Pectoral.

—

DRY GOODS STORE

surance of the goed things to be expected

a description of

C.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

a new Public Buildings
oe tie

of Philadelphia, written with marked ability,

and copiously illustrated. "Notes of

Uonversatonswith Emerson," by Pendle-

mer

of River A Hiitli Sts.

Can now be fonnd, not alone a complete stock
Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, ProviMonf.
of

ton King, bring up very vividly the figure Ktc., Ktc.

New

England thinker Jn the

•implicity of hia

Concord home. "Mat-

of the great

thew Arnold in America," by L.

J. Swint-

bnrne, is an appreciative criticism, treating mainly

of

those points in Mr. Ar-

nold's teachings which have a special application to American social life.

"Ha-

waii Ponoi," by Belle Osbourne,

is an

amusing account

of the

recent coronation

many capital ilfrom sketches by the -writer.

AIho a tcry large and assorted stock of

IDIELY

GOODS

Which wc Intend to keep as complete as pos
slble embracing all the the latestand best made
fabrics.

Crockery, Stone

& Glassware.

of King Kalnkaua, with
Instratlons

"Undergraduate Life at Oxford," by Nor-

man

Pearson,

an

tis,

and the

first of a eeges

"Healthy Homes," by Felix L. Oswald,
The opening chapters
a

C.
Hoi land. Oct. 12th.

of papers on

are all interestingand instructive articles

Web,"

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

account of the great

flour mills of Minneapolis,by F. G. Cur-

of "Sebia’s

JAS.

8TEKRTRK A BOS.

1883.

3«-ly

HUNTLEY,

Tangled

short serial story, by Lizzie

Cariosity Led," by Charles Dunning, con-

nsnal variety of short papers In the "Gossip,"

Estimates given

for all

numerous

kinds of buildings finished and completed.

One of the Wont Cum of firyiipelu
Planing and Ke-sa
Cured with Three Bottles of
Rneusutlo Syrup.
done on short notice.
Rheumatic Syrup

for other diseases of the

m>

wu

face, so that

called

good
blood. Same six
is

eyes

were

terribly

and

onr gratitude ? Sincerely yours,
169

Mrs. KmMa Gedhey."
West 128th sCbiew York* May WJMl

wing

Sash

B. F.

Knapp.

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been ooened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati,Indianapolis and La Fayett*
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more (totalled information, sec Maps and Folders,which maybe obtained, as
wall as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices In the United States and Canada, or of

R.R.

CA&LE,
Manager,

E. 8T.

Vloe-Pres’t * OenM

CHICAGO,

Turrs

“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying,many remedies with no sucI was cured by toe use of Ayer’s Cher-

Byhalia, Miss., April

Joseph Wald eh."
6,

1882.

cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
I do that
but for Its use I should longsineehave died
from lung troublee. 15. Beaodoh.”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, 1882.
I

Cherry Pectoral, bellevlnR as

case of

an

n

mnnsnea.
i

nTi

torpTTSSSST-

GROCERIES,

NOTIONS

DISORDERED LIVER*

and

CROCKERY.

affection of the throat or

lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of Aykr'8 Cherry Pectoral,
and it will always curt when tbe (Lseare is
Dot already beyond the control of medicine.

Dr. J. C. Ayer

DRY GOODS,

6Co., Lowell,

Man.

As we have just started In business in
we have on hand

From tSwSouSftlriM fourths 01
the disease* of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existence: Lee* •<
Appetite,

Bowels sort It,, fflek Head*

this ci'y,

HEW FRESH

of food, Inrltabtlitf of temper,

of the best quality, and we will sell
at current market prices.

Jyool*

them

and de-

Onr stock of

GOLDSSSSS

that will pnt you in the way of makis complete snd we sell at bottom figures
I®* “»<»• tnonej In a few days than you ever
thought powlble at any business. •Capital not required* -!Ws will start yoo. Yon can work all the
time or in spare time only. Tbo work Is universally adaptedto both sexes, young and old. You
can easily earn from 60 cents to |6 every evening
That all who want work may teat the buslnee*, we
We will pay market prices for Butter snd
make this unparelleled offer; to all who are not
a
will
..
boy Grain, Potatoes,
well aatfrfied we will send $1 to pay tor the tumble Eggs; also
of Writing Ua. Full particulars, directions, etc., Seeds, etc., etc.
sent free. Fortunes will be made bv those who
give their whole time to the work. Great sueceas
PETER BTBKETBR A CO.
absolutely sure. Dent delaj. Start now. AdBolubd, Kick., July IS, 1888.

have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and Bkial* also prompt; removing
nil impurities through these throe 4*seaw»
eager* of the system," producing appetite, sound digestion, regular stools,* clear

skinandarigorousbodv.TtJTT’M PILLS
cause no nausea or griping nor interfere
with daily work and are a perfect

BUTTER and EGGS.

Office and

shop on

River Street,

near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAB.
Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

tow

GOODS
PILLS

Brackets, etc.' made and
fn mn

PILLS

•^dealer*

eess,

pectoral.

JOHNp

O®"'1 A

Sold by all Druggists.

whose blood Is imuure.

yours,

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

.

y
T

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

1 desire to recommend the Rheumatic*
Gratefully

HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES) a Hneof the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININQCHAIR OARS ever built I PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomestPALACE SLEEPING OARS, and JBNINO CARS
that are acknowledged by prose and people to be the FINEST RUN MPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS
miiMi
THREE TRAINS each way between OHIOAOO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAOO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL«
via the famous

EACH.

Croup. — A Mother's Tribute.
“While In the countrylast winter my little
boy, three years old, whs taken 111 with croup;
it seemed as if he would die frpm straugu- <
lation. One of the family suggestedthe use
of Aykr’s Cherry Pectoral, a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. This
Wits tried in small and frequentdoses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doctor said that the Cherry Pectoral bad
saved my darling’s life. Can you wonder at

No

Stairs, Hand Hailing,

laken with erysipelas

my

tbe pain I suffered was almost beyond tbe
limit ot human endurance. I was induced to try ywur Rheumatic Syrup, os it
wns reemnmeded as a great Blood Purifier, and before I had used all of tbe sec
ond bottle I was entirely cured, sod my
skin In new as smooth ana clear u ever
to ail

it le familiarly oalled, offer* to traveler* all the advantages and comfort*
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting point*.
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL

prepared by

equally

inflamed, and I was a sight to behold,

Byrap

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As

Co.,

Rheumatic Syrup, I find it
weeks eloce t

Intermediate.The

A Terrible Cough Cured.
“In 18671 took a severe cold, which affected,
my lungs. I bad a terriblecougb^nd passed
night after night withontsleep. The doctors
gave me up. I tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, which relievedmy lungs, induced
sleep, ami affordedme the rest necessary
for the recoveryof my strength. By the
continued use of the Pectoral a permanent cure was effected.I am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.
Horack Pa in brother.’’
Rockingham, Vt., July 16, 1882.

15, '82.

GenU— Although your remedy is

Hi

Poolflo.

ers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor unconsciousexposure, is often but tbe beginning of a fatal
sickness.Ayer’s Chkrry Pectoral has
well proven Its efficacyin a forty years’ fight
with throat and lung diseases,and should be
taken in all cases withontdelay.

“

and discriminative.

Wolcott, N. Y., Sept.

tho Croat Central Line, afford* to traveler*,by rtaton of It* unrivaled *eographleal position,the shortest and beet route between tho Boat. Northeastand
Southeast, and tho West, Northwest and Southwest.
It le literallyand atrlctly true, that Its connection*are all of the principalllnee
of road between the Atlantic and the
__
By Its main line and branches It reache* Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneeeo, Moline and (took Island, In llllnolsiDavenport, Muscatine.
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskalooea, Fairfield, Dos Moines, West Liberty.
Iowa Olty, Atlantic, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
In lows | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth ond Atchison in Kansas, and the hundred* of oltleel.vHlaseeand town*

attack as tbore affecting the throat and lungs:

ry

and the notices of new publications,

principally holiday books, are

Chicago* Rock Island & Pacific R'y*
•Ins

inaidlonsin their

tried.

Champney, "Chtislmas Eve at Tuckeybo,” by Sherwood Bonner, and "Whither

be found very attractive. There is the

so

,“ l have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
in my family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs aad colds we have ever
A. J. Crake.''
Lake Crystal, Minn., March 13, 1682.

W.

Mitale tbe fiction in this number, and will

No other complaint* are

none so trifled with by the majority of suffer-

taining reading, which gives the best asduring the coming' year. It openi with

$1.00 per bottle;• bottlesfor $5.00.
Send for onr pamphlet of Testimonials, etc,
RHEUMATIC SYRUP CO., Rochester, N. Y.

AYER’S
GROCERY Cherry
—

LrpPiNCorT’a Maoazink for January

an amount

IN THE

will cure you.

Uv«rPrice,

and Kidneys when sit
other remedies have

--

family should ever be without it.

you have been a sufferer for years, and have

has cured Syrup

Idiseasesof the

at 50c.

Atkr’s Cherry Pectoral is recommended by physicians of the greatesteminence on botlt sides of the Atlantic, as
the most reliable remedy for colds and
coughs, and all pulmonarydisorders. It
affords prompt relief in every case. No

contains

_

Rheum
LUlBAfiO.
_

Scrofula,
Erysipelas.
A Blotches,
Pimples ------— .

H. Walsh.
-

MAH

Ht

UNACQUAINTKO WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, W1U.
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE ^

land is the best Remedy used all the remedies you could hear of, with no
for all Female Com- avail, do not be discouraged,for Rheumatic

on the diseased parts.

Every bottle guaranteed. For sale

IS

Four to six bottlesare warranted to cure
corrupt and running Ulcers,

Ringworm,

ggl

Back,

They purify the blood, regulate the bowels,
directly

to

......

Tetter,

prove,

or any urinary complaint quickly cured,

and act

WHO

three bottlesof Rheumatic Syrup will
clear the system of Bile, and cure any care of InDaiymatoryor Acute Rheumatism, or Neuralgia.

A

one

____

_

Neuralgia,

or Liver Complhint that Electric Bitters
will not speedily

it, write to
ua and we will send
tonaand
you by exprms, prepaid, on receipt of price.

to

.....

An Answer Wanted.
a

not lend
send for

Jfii

Positive Cure
.Three to five bottleswill cure Erysipelas in
FOB
its wont form.

(To bs Continued.)

Can any one bring us

lT\OlK)ilety0"Dn«MpMBMdeyoatotok®
11f Bomeuliug
gomethinf else, bntif
he haa
uub at iaxj
aamo not got it, and
it

help "establishonr City by iniquity?’

M.

w

fcwlr

FOB

mich.

25-tf

BLOOD,

our place, on each

individual, so long as we are

who

A

gA

4

"The
Lord rauketb rich." Wil
rest on

and inspect my goods before pur-

BOONE.

H.

Hoi-lari),July 28th, 1882.

led into the slippery paths of vice,

such a blessing

learn prices,

SAIRRiaSTGrTOlT,

EL J-

as cheap, if not cheaper

who should have helped,

of those

call,

chasing elsewhere.

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

than any party in this city.

example

Underwear that any person

purposes, which I will furnish

touched, so that they have cried out:

Thou goest" Such ones have, by

the line of

I have the newest and best flEARSB in this

vers— Babes in Christ— Children consecra-

I will follow

TJETDEH/WEAK/.

near Eighth,

Street,

cause to stumble) one

of these little ones that believe in My
name," gives the answer: Young belie

"Lord

figures.

could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.

The oldest established Stable Id the city.

were drowned In* the depth of the sea,'’
then to have been guiltv of his offences.
And what were those offences! "Whoso-

AK/.

IDEE/WE

TJ1T

greater more will be required of us.

There was one of

bottom

I will dispose pf at

new?

we

Barely

1883.

Holland, March 28

cancel them,

to

HOSIERY,

PRINS & CO.

P.

struction from our past mistakes. If they

AND GENTS’

LADIES’

then are we ready to enter upon the duties
of a

new and seasonable goods, such as

Clothing, Overcoats, Dry Hoods,

will sell at the lowest prices.

much more

the record of the year 1884

have added a

I

DryGoods,Groceries,Etc.,

17-tf.
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